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INSIDE

“May you live in interesting times.” Well, we are certainly doing that. But as dark as the world is around us, we can 
celebrate our blessings, and this month we are doing just that. We celebrate our natural wonders, while we ride 
the rollercoaster of emotions brought on by living in these interesting times.

We endure the darkness
because it shows us the stars
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River, some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked 
hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became 
the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established 
its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful 
river valley. Around 1,900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were 
joined by a number of young painters who were founding the Australian 
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OVER THE HILLS By JOCK MACNEISH

OVER THE HILLS By JOCK MACNEISHThe more things change... 
The Diary’s researchers have 
looked into the news archives 
to see what was happening 
around town a century ago, 
and guess what they found...?

SOCIAL AT WARRANDYTE
Box Hill Reporter 

Friday, May 7, 1920

The president of the Warrandyte sub-section 
of the RSSILA [Returned Sailors and Soldiers 
Imperial League Australia] (Mr P. Boyd) gave 
a dinner and social evening to the returned 
diggers on Wednesday, April 28, at the Grand 
Hotel Warrandyte.
The dining hall was tastefully decorated with 
gum leaves and flags.
The dinner was excellent, being set up in Mrs 
Seymour’s best style.
The toast of “The King” was honoured in 
military style.
The health of Mr Boyd was proposed and 
regret was expressed that he was leaving 
the district as he would be a great loss to the 
sub-section.
Mr Boyd responded in happy vein and said 

that after consideration he had come to the 
conclusion that Warrandyte would do him, 
and so his absence would only be temporary.
Several other toasts were given, and then a  
silent one, in honour of the boys that never 
returned.
Mr Spalding who was in full Scotch costume, 
played the Scotch Lament on the pipes.
Then there were songs and recitations, and 
Mr Spalding gave some more of his stirring 
tunes.
The singing of Auld Lang Syne finished a very 
enjoyable evening.

WARRANDYTE NEWS
Friday, June 4, 1920

A meeting, attended by citizens and 
councillors, in the form of a dinner and 
social, took place in the Mechanics’ Institute, 
dinner being served in the Warrandyte Hotel.
The purpose of the gathering was to present 
certificates to the returned men for the active 
part they had taken in the Great War.
Cr Clay apologised for the unavoidable 
absence of the shire president (Cr Tully).
Messrs Everard and Cameron, M’s L.A., were 
among those present.
Each of these gentlemen spoke and eulogised 

the gallantry of the men who went forth.
Miss V. Hawkes, secretary of the Patriotic 
League, then, on behalf of the residents, 
handed a certificate to each soldier, which 
consisted of an illuminated address, 
artistically inscribed, and ornamented 
with the Empires’ flags, the whole being 
handsomely enclosed in an oak frame.
Mr P. Boyd responded on behalf of those 
present.
Wristlet watches were also presented to the 
soldiers.
About 100 soldiers were entertained at “Kia 
Ora’’ on Saturday by Mrs Smith.
Luncheon was served in the hall, and 
musical items indulged in.
They were conveyed to the town by the 
volunteer motor corps, and a very enjoyable 
day was passed.
After luncheon the usual round of inspection 
of the little village was gone through, on the 
usual liberal scale.
At 4:50, and a crusade made on the eucalyptus 
gum, they returned to the hospital.
The ar rang ements  w ere  under  the 
Warrandyte Patriotic League.

News reports sourced courtesy of the 
National Library of Australia’s Trove 
service.
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By DAVID HOGG
THE VICTORIAN State Government 
has extended the dates by which 
Swimming Pools and Spas must be 
registered with your local council.

Registration was originally required 
before June 1, but this has now been 
extended to November 1, 2020.

Another five months has also been 

added to all the dates by which the 
first inspection certificates need to 
be lodged.

For older pools or spas constructed 
before July 1994, the certificate must 
now be lodged by November 1, 2021.

Full details of the requirements were 
published in the March Diary and are 
also available on your council website.

Pool registration 
dates extended

By JAMES POYNER
MID MAY signalled new hope for 
local businesses when Premier Daniel 
Andrews announced that from June 
1, cafes and restaurants would be 
allowed to seat up to 20 customers.

In his May 17 press conference, Mr 
Andrews highlighted this was possible 
due to the response from the public to 
meet the State’s 50,000 testing target 
within the first two weeks of May.

“After smashing through our goal 
of 50,000 tests in the last week, the 
results of this data have given us the 
confidence we need to plan to slowly 
start lifting some more restrictions.

“Today, and informed by the advice 
of the Chief Health Officer, I can 
announce our cautious and careful 
next steps.

“The continuing low numbers of 
community transmission and the high 
rates of testing give us confidence that 
cafes, restaurants, pubs and other 
hospitality businesses can begin 
planning for a phased reopening from 
the beginning of June,” he said.

As we enter the sixth month of 
2020, we have all learned that two 
weeks is a very long time and since 
the May 17 press conference, the 
return of the freedoms we had prior 
to the COVID-19 outbreak have been 
coming thick and fast.

Back to school
On May 26, students began returning 

to the classroom.
Initially Prep, Grades 1 and 2 and 

Years 11 and 12 came back to school.
All  remaining students  then 

returned to school, following the 
Queen’s Birthday weekend.

On May 22, Minister for Education, 
James Merlino announced VCE 
exams and the General Achievement 
Test will commence on November 9.

With exams slated for completion 
on December 2, VCE and VCAL 
students will get their ATAR results 
before the end of 2020.

Mr Merlino said the changes 

add some certainty to the end of a 
disruptive year and help define a clear 
pathway into 2021.

“The announcement gives students, 
teachers and parents certainty in what 
has been a very disrupted year.

 “The revised dates mean students 
will get their results and an ATAR in 
2020, giving them  a clear pathway 
to further study or employment next 
year — and a break to celebrate the 
end of school,” he said.

Table service
The allowance for up to 20 customers, 

seated, in a pub, restaurant or café is 
having mixed reactions.

Victoria’s cautious relaxation of the 
restrictions has meant Victorians 
have been able to witness the 
consequences of these restrictions 
in other States.

It is important to highlight this is not 
a return to business as usual, physical 
distancing rules still apply and there 
are a number of rules in place to allow 
dining to take place, which include:

• The total number of customers 
on site is still tethered to the four 
square metre density rule.

• Tables must be 1.5metres apart.
• Venues are required to record 

contact details (name and phone 
number) of each patron for the 
purposes of contact tracing.
On June 1, a number of cafes and 

restaurants reopened their doors to 
the community.

However, it is not good news for 
everyone.

Larger establishments, such as the 
Grand Hotel Warrandyte, cannot 
run a profitable service under the 
new relaxed restrictions and after 
advertising the closure of their 
Bottleshop and Takeaway service on 
May 19, in preparation for a return 
to seated dining, The Grand Hotel 
posted on May 30 that it would not 
reopen until at least 50 patrons are 
allowed on premises.

At this stage, this will mean the 

Grand Hotel will not reopen until at 
least June 21.

Group activities
As of June 1, groups of 20 can 

participate in outdoor activities.
Public swimming pools, outdoor 

gyms, and skateparks are also open 
and allow up to 20 people.

Activities such as camping (where 
there are no communal facilities) and 
staying in holiday homes or privately 
rented accommodation is also back 
on the allowed list.

A level of caution is advised however, 
prior to June 1, groups of up to 10 were 
allowed to congregate and many State 
and National Parks were reopened, 
the government also advised that — 
in the second half of May — day trips 
were, once again, allowed.

The reaction from the public was  
enthusiastic with communities 
in nature tourism hotspots like 
Mornington Peninsula, Warburton 
and the Surf Coast complaining about 
the vast numbers of people taking 
advantage of the easing of restrictions.

On the last weekend of May, the 
crowds in Warrandyte resembled 
Ma r k e t  D a y  n u m b e r s  a n d  i n 
Warburton and Upper Ferntree Gully, 
Parks Victoria had to close the 1000 
Steps and the Redwood Forest, with 
police enforced roadblocks in place, 
as the sheer number of visitors meant 
it was impossible to maintain physical 
distancing protocols.

As of June 22, these restrictions, and 
many others are slated to be eased 
further.

Stay safe and well
The beginning of June introduced 

a change in messaging from the 
Government.

A new message of Stay Safe along 
with a sentiment about common 
sense is now directing the behaviour 
of Victorians.

With public-facing businesses and 
recreation activities back on the to 
do list, the Government is shifting its 
focus to managing a return to work.

As of June 1, the direction to 

work from home, if you can, is now 
enforced and those breaching the 
direction face a hefty fine.

On Friday, May 29, the Premier 
outlined the reasons for this new 
direction.

“Right now, we can’t have the usual 
number of people on our trains, trams 
and buses — it just isn’t safe.

“And we know that if just half the 
people who normally use public 
transport start driving to work, we 
will see our freeways and other major 
roads grind to a halt.

“The number of people on the roads 
and the transport network is already 
starting to increase and we cannot let 
that creep continue.

“If we do, then we’ll see commute 
times worse than anything any of us 
have ever experienced.”

He went on to stress that those 
who can work from home, must 
continue to do so and that, at the 
moment, when this will change is still 
unknown.

“What is clear is that by continuing 
to work from home — you are making 
a very real difference to the safety of 
our state,” he said.

Living COVID-Normal
The way things were may never be 

that way again.
We now strive for a way of life 

somewhere between returning to a 
pre-COVID way of life and avoiding a 
situation similar to what is currently 
unfolding in the United States, South 
America and Europe.

“ C O V I D - N o r m a l ”  m e a n s 
maintaining 1.5 metres distance from 
people you do not live with, avoiding 
unnecessary contact, and washing 
and disinfecting anything that comes 
into contact with someone whose 
daily activities you are not intimately 
familiar with.

On May 30, there were 11 new cases 
of Coronavirus detected in Australia 
and they were all in Victoria.

30 students in a Grade 2 class at a 
Primary School in St Albans were sent 
home for two weeks’ quarantine after 
two days at school, following a positive 

test on a student, linked to a cluster at a 
Keilor Downs secondary school.

This is what the new normal looks 
like — be cautious and keep your 
distance.

Coronavirus is not going away any 
time soon and all we can do, for now, 
is reduce the chances of community 
transmission getting out of control.

The State of Emergency has now 
been extended to June 22, to enable 
Police to enforce current restrictions.

Under a State of Emergency, officers 
authorised by the Chief Health Officer 
can act to eliminate or reduce a serious 
risk to public health by detaining 
people,  restr ict ing movement, 
preventing entry to premises, or 
providing any other direction an 
officer considers reasonable to protect 
public health.

Police have strong powers to 
enforce directions and can issue on 
the spot fines, including up to $1,652 
for individuals and up to $9,913 for 
businesses.

People who do not comply could also 
be taken to court and receive a fine of 
up to $20,000.

Companies face fines of up to 
$100,000.

Over the long weekend, we saw 
Victoria report its first day without a 
new case.

Shortly after, thousands attended 
protests across the county in support 
of the Black Lives Matter movement, 
defying public health directives.

Public debate around Coronavirus 
now focues on whether or not a second 
wave will occur as a result of this and  
what this means for the easing of 
restrictions into the future.

Unfortunately, due to the incubation 
period of COVID-19, any communty 
transimission that occured at the 
demonstrations will not become 
apparent for two weeks.

For the latest information 
regarding Coronavirus 
download the Austrailan 
Government Coronavirus 
app from the App Store or 

Google Play, and also visit:
www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus

Walking a path to COVID-Normal

By SANDI MILLER
POLICE ARE SEEKING dashcam 
footage in relation to a collision on 
Kangaroo Ground-Warrandyte Road 
on June 5.

A statement released by Police Media 
said Major Collision Investigation 
Unit detectives are investigating the 
crash, which resulted in the death of a 
Croydon woman.

“Investigators have been told a 
white four-wheel-drive crossed onto 
the wrong side of the road and struck 
a small Toyota hatch on Kangaroo 
Ground-Warrandyte Road about 
3:20pm.

“A 28-year-old Croydon woman 
who was the passenger in the Toyota 
hatch was airlifted to hospital with life 
threatening injuries but unfortunately 
later died.”

The incident has renewed calls for 
changes to speed limits on Kangaroo 

Ground Road, with locals taking to 
social media to express their sorrow 
and outrage over the unnecessary 
loss of life.

Ana Quine, who was injured in an 
incident at the Warrandyte Bridge 
in January, has called for change 
after a string of accidents in the area, 
culminating in this latest fatality.

“The speeds on those roads and the 
heavy trucks going over the limit; and 
the absolute selfish idiots who can’t 
drive are killing/ruining people’s lives 
in our gorgeous town.

“There needs to be a real push for 
change in Warrandyte,” she said on 
Facebook.

Ben Ramcharan has been agitating 
since January for changes to the traffic 
conditions on Research-Warrandyte 
Road. 

“Perhaps we need to start focusing 
on other roads in the area too.

“We all deserve to be safe.
Maybe this will be enough to make 

them do something about the roads 
in North Warrandyte. 

“I just wish it hadn’t taken something 
like this,” he said.

Fatal collision prompts more 
calls for speed restrictions
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By SANDI MILLER 
CHANGES ARE afoot for our fire 
services, with paid members of the 
Country Fire Authority (CFA) to merge 
with the Metropolitan Fire Brigade 
(MFB) to form Fire Rescue Victoria 
(FRV) as of July 1.

FRV brings together all career 
firefighters — MFB and CFA staff — to 
serve Melbourne and major regional 
centres.

Minister for Police and Emergency 
Services Lisa Neville said: “Our career 
and volunteer firefighters are the 
best in the world and our reforms 
are providing a more modern career 
firefighting organisation alongside 
a strengthened, community-based 
volunteer organisation.”

Member for Eastern Metropolitan, 
Sonja Terpstra told the Diary nothing 
is changing for Volunteer brigades, 
who will remain with the CFA.

She said the Government is “giving 
CFA the support it needs to continue 
to develop and build its proud and 
passionate volunteer base”. 

F RV  w i l l  c ov e r  t h e  e x i s t i n g 
metropolitan fire area and has been 
expanded to include additional 
suburban areas and regional cities, 
until now, covered by the CFA’s 38 
integrated stations.

Locally, South Warrandyte and 
Eltham are both integrated stations, 
who have both paid and volunteer 
firefighters, who work together 
with neighbouring CFA brigades to 
respond to emergencies.

Captain of Warrandyte Fire Brigade, 
Adrian Mullens told the Diary that 
at this stage, there has been little 
operational change information 
released.  

“However, our members continue 
to remain positive and 100 per cent 
committed to our community.

“Our volunteers have been as active 
as ever with expanded efforts in online 
training, participating in community 
initiatives as well as maintaining 
station and vehicle maintenance 
schedules,” said Captain Mullens.

He said Warrandyte CFA have 
an “extremely successful working 
relationship with CFA career staff 
and MFB, we don’t believe this will 
change”. 

Captain Mullens assured the Diary 
the Warrandyte community need not 
worry.

“In the event of an emergency, the 
community will still receive the same 
standards of excellence in response 
from Warrandyte CFA in conjunction 

with Fire Rescue Victoria. 
“Our volunteers are ready and 

waiting to respond to the pager.”
Lieutenant Peter Cahill of Noth 

Warrandyte CFA said his brigade does 
not envisage any significant changes 
to the way they do business.

“We have always maintained a high 
level of community engagement, 
assistance and response and this will 
[continue to] be delivered,” he said.

Volunteers from the integrated 
station at South Warrandyte declined 
to comment on the changes, saying 
it is too early to tell what impact the 
largest changes in the history of the 
CFA will bring for volunteers, except 
to say that it will be operating as 
“business as usual” and to reassure 
the community that they will still be 
there when needed.

Member for Warrandyte, Ryan 
Smith called on the Government 
to guarantee that “volunteers at 
integrated stations are treated and 
valued as an integral part of the 
Brigade”.

However, Mr Smith said concerns 
were raised that the changes to the fire 
service would result in a reduction of 
volunteers. 

“Over the past five years there has 
been a reduction of 5,000 in the 
number of CFA volunteers,” he said.

However, Government figures 
suggest that as at June 2019, CFA 
had over 54,000 volunteer members, 
encompassing operational and 
support.

More than 34,000 of these volunteers 
are operational, and the number 
of these that are active — available 
to turn out and fight fires — has 
remained stable at approximately 
20,000 volunteers for any of the past 
five years

Lt Cahill said North Warrandyte 
is  currently  in the process of 
recruiting new members and says the 
enthusiastic response and applicant 
quality has been outstanding. 

“In fact, this year will probably be the 
highest recruit intake for our Brigade 
in more than 10 years,” he said.

He said the brigade’s current surge 
capacity is strong, recently proven by 
a significant commitment of members 
deploying on Strike Teams both in 
regional Victoria and interstate. 

“During the last fire season we 
were able to fill both deployment 
requirements and local commitments 
with excellent results,” Lt Cahill said.

This may not continue, as a CFA 
member told the Diary that processing 

recruits has been difficult during the 
COVID-19 restrictions.

Despite a surge in volunteer 
inquiries following the recent 
bushfires, applications are not being 
processed as head office staff work 
from home, and recruit training has 
been put on hold.

He said that could be “catastrophic” 
for the future of many volunteer 
brigades.

Ryan Smith is also concerned that 
the training for volunteers could be 
compromised.

“[Volunteer training] has been 
an issue for the last few years and, 
with control of the training passing 
to FRV, it is vitally important that all 
firefighters are trained to the highest 
standard,” he said.

Ms Neville stated the changes 
recognise the changing nature of 
population growth across Victoria. 

FRV wil l  cover existing MFB 
boundaries and serve metropolitan 
Melbourne, outer urban areas and 
larger regional centres across Victoria. 

Boundaries will be altered to reflect 
population growth across the State — 
the current boundaries have been in 
place for more than 60 years.

Lt Cahill said FRV reforms will allow 
CFA to become a stand-alone, truly 
volunteer organisation. 

“This will give us more autonomy, 
control and the direction of our 

service,” he said
Fire Service Levy changes

The Fire Services Property Levy 
rate will be reduced on residential 
properties across the state as part 
of an overhaul that will make the 
charge simpler and more consistent 
— and reflect the establishment of 
Fire Rescue Victoria. 

As part of Coronavirus measures, 
the Victorian Government froze the 
Fire Services Property Levy (FSPL) 
collection levels. 

The levy will be frozen at this year’s 
collection level for next financial year 
as a measure designed to support 
Victorians affected by the crisis. 

The Government also announced 
it will create a consistent, state-wide 
FSPL.

Member for Eastern Metropolitan 
Melbourne, Sonja Terpstra said this 
is a common-sense change that 
recognises fire touches all Victorians 
— and that we all benefit from a well-
resourced fire service.

“Longer and hotter summers and 
more intense fires are the new normal 
in Victoria. 

“We’re making sure the men and 
women who keep us safe from these 
fires have the resources they need,” 
she said.

State Treasurer, Tim Pallas, said 
under the new streamlined system, 

property owners will no longer pay 
higher contributions depending on 
the location of their property. 

From July, all residential properties 
in Victoria will see a fall in their FSPL 
rate, while all other properties — such 
as industrial or commercial properties 
— in the old CFA district will either see 
no increase, or a decrease in their rate. 

The fixed levy will be indexed in 
accordance with the legislation. 

Ms Terpstra said the vast majority of 
property owners will see a decrease in 
their rate, while for others, the change 
will be very modest.

The total FSPL levy charge will 
remain around $150 for a typical 
metropolitan residence, while a family 
home in regional Victoria will see a 
small fall in the FSPL, from around 
$141 to $137. 

Non-residential properties in the old 
MFB area will see a modest increase in 
the levy — with an extra $1 per week 
for a typical small business, through to 
around an extra $15.50 per week ($806 
per year) for a $10 million commercial 
property. 

Mr Smith said many businesses are 
already struggling due to Coronavirus.  

“With businesses largely and 
adversely impacted from the current 
pandemic, any additional cost will be 
very difficult to bear, including a rise 
in the Fire Services Levy”.

By DAVID HOGG
THE BRIDGE widening has been 
completed, but does that mean 
authorities think they have solved 
Warrandyte’s fire danger situation?

We hope not.
With winter approaching and all 

available resources consumed with 
tackling COVID-19, perhaps fire 
danger is not high on anybody’s radar. 

But surly now is the time to be 
preparing in advance of the next fire 
season?

However, the Fire Danger Rating 
sign stands silently at the north end of 
the bridge, still out of operation, and if 
works are not commenced soon it will 
again fail to advise us of the danger 
levels come next fire season.

Meanwhile, the “No Burning Off” 
Fire Danger Period sign remains on 
display, even as we move into winter, 
a forgotten memento of summer.

After weeks of  being told in 
November last year that Emergency 
Management Victoria (EMV) were 
awaiting a part to repair the electronic 
Fire Danger Rating sign, we were 
finally advised in January that the sign 
could not be repaired at its current 
location due to safety issues with an 
overhead high-voltage cable and that 
EMV were working with Nillumbik 
council to determine a new location 
for the sign.

The Diary has followed up with EMV 
and with Nillumbik to see what has 
been decided.

E m e r g e n c y  M a n a g e m e n t 
C o m m i s s i o n e r  A n d re w  C r i s p 
tells us “EMV is committed to 
operationalising the Fire Danger 
Rating sign at Warrandyte and 
continues to meet with Nillumbik 
Council and CFA to seek agreement 
on an alternative location before the 
next fire season.”

Carl Cowie, Chief Executive Officer 
Nillumbik Council, tells the Diary 
“Council, along with the CFA and 
Emergency Management Victoria 
are working to resolve this issue as 
a priority.

“At present contractors cannot 
access and fix the sign due to safety 
issues following the bridge widening 
but Council, the CFA and EMV 
are writing to the Department of 
Transport requesting a solution as 
soon as possible.”

So it is incumbent on us to ensure we 
have multiple sources of information. 

The sign is a great resource when it 
works, so it is best for all that we agitate 
for its repair, but there are other ways 
to find out: use the Vic Emergency 
App, radio, or internet sources (the 
Diary’s website displays the current 
fire danger rating during fire season, 
as does Be Ready Warrandyte).

One of the criticisms that has been 
levelled at the current fire danger 
ratings system, both on social media 
and in letters to the Diary, is that the 
Central District is far too large and 
that these signs can often show a 
far higher rating than is applicable 
locally.

This has led to a few people leaving 
Warrandyte on Severe days in summer 
when in fact the conditions locally 
were at a much lower rating.

This could lead to complacency, 
and a lack of trust in the warnings, 
when local weather fails to live up to 
the forecasts. 

We put this concern to EMV 
and Commissioner Crisp advised: 
“Victoria is supporting a review into 
the National Fire Danger Rating 
System along with the Commonwealth 
and all States and Territories.

“A key stage of the National Fire 
Danger Rating project has focused 
on reviewing the science and models 
behind fire danger ratings to help us 
to more accurately predict fire danger.

“To contribute to this review, a 
nation-wide community research 
piece was completed recently to 
help us to better understand how 
the community understands and 
responds to fire danger ratings and 
warnings provided by the emergency 
services.

“We will continue to work with our 
partner agencies across Australia to 
consider how we can use the evidence 
and models arising from this work 
in Victoria in due course; and are 
committed to using the best evidence 
and approaches available to keep 
Victorians safe.”

If there was consultation, we are 
yet to find anyone who has been 
consulted.

Dick Davies, chair of Be Ready 
Warrandyte (BRW) told the Diary: 
“we are not aware of any ‘nationwide 
community research’ and BRW has 
not made a submission.”

BRW have had a highly active 
community education program with 
forums and scenarios encouraging 
residents to be fire-aware and have 
a plan, so hopefully Warrandyte is 
better informed than other parts of 
the state.

A 2018 survey commissioned by the 
CFA, reported on by The Guardian 
in May 2020, found that before last 
year’s catastrophic fire season, some 
Victorians at ‘extreme’ risk had 
unrealistic expectations of help.

Residents in Victorian towns at 
highest risk of bushfire went into the 
most recent bushfire season — which 
was unprecedented in intensity and 
devastation — with many believing 
firefighting aircraft and vehicles 

would save them if their lives and 
property were under threat.

The emergency services will always 
do their utmost to protect lives and 
property, but when all worst-case 
scenarios are surpassed, there is no 
certainty they can be everywhere at 
once.

The best advice is to plan on not 
being there when the fire comes — 
leave early — and always, always, 
have a Plan B.

Even though it is now winter, this 
is the time to be planning for the 
next fire season and to be getting 
the necessary signage and advice in 
place.

Fire service shake up begins in July

Prepare now to reduce bushfire risk

Photo: Courtesy CFA Media
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By JAMES POYNER
THE 2020 MUNICIPAL elections are 
set for Saturday, October 24, 2020, 
as announced by Minister for Local 
Government Adem Somyurek on 
May 15.

Mr Somyurek also announced that 
this election will be conducted entirely 
by postal vote.

This will be the first time postal 
voting will be used by all Victorian 
councils.

Voters, councils and the Victorian 
Electoral Commission (VEC) have 
been awaiting a decision by the 
Minster after the Local Government Act 
2020 came into effect earlier this year.

The Chief Health Officer has advised 
the Government that it is safe for a 
postal election to occur this year.

The 2020 council elections are 
expected to be Victoria’s biggest 
election ever, with over 4.5 million 
voters enrolled and over 2,000 
candidates expected to contest.

Mr Somyurek said it was every 
Victorian’s right to have a say on who 
represents them.

“Victorians have the right to a 
democratic say on who represents 
them at all levels of government.

“By making every vote a postal vote, 
we’re ensuring this vital democratic 
process is conducted in a safe manner 
that also allows for the participation of 
more voters,” he said.

VEC Electoral  Commissioner, 
Warwick Gately AM acknowledged 
the announcement.

“The upcoming local government 

elections in Victoria will support 
c o n t i n u i t y  o f  d e m o c r a t i c 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  f o r  V i c t o r i a n 
communities,” Mr Gately said.

“The VEC will continue to monitor 
and implement advice issued by the 
Chief Health Officer of Victoria to 
ensure the elections are conducted 
with minimal risk to the health and 
safety of Victorians.”

The VEC is also taking additional 
measures to protect the health and 
wellbeing of its staff, the candidates 
and the public.

This includes provisions to maintain 
physical distancing requirements and 
hygiene standards at all election offices 
and count locations.

It is anticipated the adjustments will 
extend the time period for finalising 
results by one week.

Ballot packs will be mailed to voters 
and will include voting instructions, 
candidate information, a ballot paper, 
and a reply-paid envelope.

Postal voting is a secret ballot and the 
voter’s choices are anonymous.

The VEC reiterated the importance of 
making sure all those who are eligible 
confirm they are enrolled.

Voters must confirm they are 
enrolled on either the State electoral 
roll or their council roll before 4pm on 
Friday, August 28.

Voting is compulsory for all voters on 
the State roll electoral roll, and those 
who don’t vote may be fined.

T h e  S t a t e  G o v e r n m e n t  a l s o 
indicated voting packs would contain 
longer candidate statements, in 

acknowledgement of the strict physical 
distancing measures which are in 
place.

Candidates will  also be given 
guidance on suitable and safe 
campaigning methods.

The State Government is also 
investing an additional $50,000 to 
encourage more women to run as 
councillors in the 2020 municipal 
elections.

Mr Somyurek has also sought advice 
to inform Ministerial guidelines 
to ensure councils provide more 
flexibility to support and encourage 
women to serve as councillors.

“We’re supporting more women 
to run for local government and be 
successful in the 2020 elections as we 
take another step towards the goal of 
gender equality by 2025,” he said.

With Councils being converted 
to Single Member Ward structures 
across the country, the 2020 election is 
certainly going to be interesting, but at 
least both members of the public and 
those responsible for organising the 
election now know when and how it 
is going to happen.

Can you vote?
Following the last municipal election, 

candidate Stella Yee challenged the 
results of Manningham’s Koonung 
Ward election when, she contended, 
the advice given to prospective voters 
around non-citizen voting was unclear.

As reported in the June 2017 Diary, 
Ms Yee challenged the results of 
the election, on the grounds the 
Ward’s  non-cit izen ratepayers 

were not properly informed on 
their right to vote in the election, 
based on advertisements run in the 
Manningham Leader and the Age.

At that time, then Manningham 
Council CEO, Warwick Winn issued a 
statement saying, “Magistrate Smith 
found the VEC ‘effectively failed to 
properly inform, or may have misled, 
non-resident ratepayers’ as to their 
eligibility to enrol to vote,” he said.

Mr Winn said Magistrate Smith also 
found the numbers of non-resident 
ratepayers who were prevented or 
disenfranchised from taking part in the 
election were significant enough that 
their inclusion in the election process 
potentially could have affected the 
outcome of the election.

This decision was later overturned on 
appeal by VCAT, who found that while 
the contentious advertisement did not 
provide a comprehensive description 
of the enrolment process, the notice 
did inform every category of voter how 
they could apply to enrol, and as such 
the notice fulfilled the requirements 
of the Act.

With a 2020 election date now set, 
Ms Yee is on a mission to ensure all 
those who are entitled to vote, can, 
given the number of “disenfranchised” 
voters at the 2016 Municipal Election 
may have changed the outcome, if they 
had voted.

“In 2016, I ran as a candidate for 
Manningham City Council.

“In the process, I discovered a whole 
group of voters who were not aware 
of their entitlement to vote in local 

council elections, and were therefore 
disenfranchised.

“This group of potential voters 
c o m p r i s e d  r e s i d e n t s  o f  t h e 
municipality who were ratepayers 
in Manningham, but not Australian 
citizens.”

As outl ined in the May 2020 
Warrandyte Diary article Who can 
vote in the 2020 election?, whilst it is 
compulsory for Australian citizens 
to vote, non-citizen ratepayers and 
nominees of businesses which also 
pay rates within a municipality may 
also be entitled to vote, although it is 
not mandatory.

The specifics on non-citizen and 
business ratepayers voting is complex 
(see the May Diary or the VEC website  
for full details), but broadly, if you pay 
rates in a municipality, you can vote in 
that municipality.

“If you are in this category of 
ratepayers and you would like to 
exercise your right to vote in the 
upcoming council elections, you will 
need to go to your council office to 
enrol to be on the CEO’s List of Voters 
by August 28, 2020,” said Ms Yee.

August 28 is 57 days before the 
election, this is the Entitlement Date, 
which is the last date in which those 
who are eligible to vote (either optional 
or compulsory) must ensure they 
are on the appropriate voting roll, 
to participate in the 2020 municipal 
election.

Australian Citizens who will turn 18 
before Election Day can enrol via the 
VEC website.

By JAMES POYNER
MANNINHAM COUNCIL will have 
nine wards, instead of three, at the next 
local election.

Manningham Council announced 
the changes today, requesting input 
from the community regarding the 
names of the nine new wards.

Council had to submit the suggested 
name changes by May 21 and set up a 
Your Say page to include Manningham 
residents in the process.

The ward changes were announced 
by Minister of Local Government, 
Adem Somyurek on April 22.

Manningham joins nine other 
councils across Victoria who will not 
only have a new council in October, 
but a new representational structure.

Representational structure has been 
a topic of debate in the last 12 months, 
firstly with debate over making all 
local councils single member wards 
or single ward representation in early 
drafts of recently assented Local 
Government Act 2020, and during 

representational reviews conducted 
by the Victorian Electoral Commission 
(VEC) in 2019.

Given Manningham has just finished 
a representational review, and — along 
with many other councils — objected 
to the requirement to become a single 
member wards council, it is a shock 
that this change has taken place.

Manningham Mayor, Paul McLeish 
said: “Our existing ward boundaries 
have been changed by the Victorian 
Government despite the Electoral 
Representation Review, conducted 
last year by the Victorian Electoral 
Commission, recommendation to stay 
with the current three multi councillor 
wards.”

In early April, the VEC announced 
their representational reviews were 
ceasing as part of the new Local 
Government Act 2020.

W h e n  t h e  c h a n g e s  t o  l o c a l 
government structure were announced 
on April 22, Mr Somyurek said: “Single 
member wards support accountability, 
equity and grassroots democracy.

“This is about giving people more 
confidence in local government, 
because strong councils build strong 
communities.”

It is perplexing why the Minister has 
decided to take this action, given that 
there was such obvious opposition 
to a single member ward system in 
Manningham, supported by the 2019 
VEC representational review which 
states in its final report that:

“There was also unanimous support 
for retaining a multi-councillor ward 
arrangement for Manningham City 
Council.

“The VEC’s analysis, along with 
submissions from the community and 
the Council, indicate that the current 
electoral structure is functioning well 
and suits the diverse landscape and 
demography of the local council.” 

T h e  D i a r y  a s k e d  t h e  S t a t e 
Government why Mr Somyurek 
decided to change the ward structure 
in Manningham when there was 
clear support for the status quo from 
both residents and council in recent 

reviews.
Unfortunately, the Government 

avoided to respond to the direct 
question, instead supplying the Diary 
with background information stating 
that a single member ward structure 
is the “preference” under the Local 
Government Act 2020.

In early May, when Manningham first 
put out the request for ward names, a 
number of residents commented on 
the Diary’s Facebook page that they 
would prefer a ward name that reflects 
the Indigenous heritage of the area.

A sentiment reflected by local 
historian and Birrarung Stories 
columnist Jim Poulter, who told the 
Diary:

“This actually creates an opportunity 
to reflect our history and heritage in 
the names of the new wards.

“This is not going to occur by just 
holding a popularity contest where 
residents come up with random 
names,” he said.

Mr Poulter suggested that the 
following principles should be applied 

to the choice of names:

• The names chosen should reflect 
both our Aboriginal and settler 
heritages in reasonable balance.

• The names should reflect direct 
connection with each of the nine 
wards. 

• The names chosen should not 
be those of civic figures from the 
20th century.

• The names of any early settlers 
chosen should be free of the stain 
of antagonism toward Aboriginal 
people.

Mr Poulter has also submitted for 
consideration a suite of names for the 
new wards that illustrate the breadth of 
both Indigenous and colonial heritage 
in the area.

The final decision on the nine new 
ward names is in the hands of the 
Minster for Local Government, Adem 
Somyurek so we will have to wait until 
nearer the local election in October to 
see what Manningham’s new wards 
will be known as.

By DAVID HOGG
SINCE THE NBN was rolled out to 
most of North Warrandyte and the 
remaining areas of Warrandyte by the 
end of April, it has generally been very 
well received.

Ecstatic posts on social media 
have indicated that residents and 
businesses are thrilled with new NBN 
speeds of up to 100 Megabits per 
second (Mbps) as they say goodbye to 
the old slow ADSL speeds of between 
one and to five 5 Mbps.

Those of us who are not so young can 
remember when we had to dial-up 
at 300 bits per second, that’s 0.0003 
Mbps, and we weren’t allowed to 
connect a modem to the telephone 
line so had to use an acoustic coupler 
device!

Whilst some of the major internet 
providers are not in any rush to 
take on new NBN orders during the 
Coronavirus crisis, those who do 
are providing a fast and efficient 
installation service and are getting 
accolades on social media.

One of these is Australia On Line, 
which is run by Michael Bethune, a 
local resident.

So, if you believe in going local, give 

them a look.
They are doing a special  for 

Warrandyte, no setup fee, $79 for 
50Mbps unlimited, BYO modem or 
get one from them.

The bad news is for those few people, 
about two per cent of residents, who 
are scheduled to get NBN via Fibre to 
the Curb but cannot yet connect as 
more work is needed at or near their 
premises.

Whilst they had earlier been given 
a date of end April, by May that had 
changed to end June, and as we go to 
press some of those dates have been 
changed again to end-2020.

This is at odds with NBN Co’s earlier 
announcements that the entire rollout 
would be complete by end June.

NBN Co Chief Executive Stephen 
Pue has said that the rollout will be 
complete by end June but there will 
be premises still to be connected 
afterwards, NBN Co has teams in place 
to faclilitate connections:

Residents have two years to connect 
to the NBN network.
Those who are yet to connect, 
and want to support local can visi 
Australia On Line: 
www.australiaonline.net.au

Date set for October municipal elections

New ward structure for Manningham Council

Warrandyte connected
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By SANDI MILLER
AFTER MORE THAN 110 years, the life 
of the tennis courts with one of the best 
views in Melbourne is officially over.

The courts were established in 1907 
and had been used to varying degrees 
until they were seconded by VicRoads 
as a worksite during the recent bridge 
redevelopment.

Rallies by the River, a book produced 
by Judy Green and Keith Wilson in 
2007 to celebrate the centenary of 
Warrandyte Tennis Club, notes that: 
“In September 1907 ‘with valuable 
assistance from the Progressive 
Association’ the land was gazetted by 
the Government to be used for ‘public 
purposes’”.

The courts were built by volunteers 
and opened in May 1908, “to celebrate 
the occasion ‘a large number of 
members assembled and some very 
enjoyable games were played’”.

Th e  yea rs  t hat  f o l l ow e d  saw 
regular inter-club tournaments with 
neighbouring townships.

However, devastating fire and floods 
wrought havoc on the riverside courts, 
with the floods of 1934 washing the 
courts away, and the 1939 bushfires 
melting the asphalt surface.

These were replaced by concrete 
c o u r t s ,  b u t  c o n s t r u c t i o n  w a s 
interrupted by WWII, with the courts 
at Mr Ted Hemsworth’s Yarra Street 
home being used in the interim.

The War randyte Tennis  Club 
continued to grow over the following 
decades, but with threats of road 
w i d e n i n g  a n d  t h e  p o s i t i o n ’s 
geographical constraints, the club 
moved to Taroona Avenue in 1974.

The courts were unused for some 
time after Warrandyte Tennis Club had 
established itself at Taroona Avenue.

Enter the Warrandyte Lions Club 
who has now been managing the 
tennis courts by the bridge for more 
than 40 years.

Ron Cuthbert was a member in 1978 
and recalls when the Lions decided to 
bring the courts back to life after the 
courts were damaged.

“There was a truck that came down 
and took out the whole fence.

“We had the idea to restore the 
courts, but we couldn’t find out who 
had control of the courts, it was the 
local MP who came to sort all that out,” 
Ron said.

It turned out the land belonged to 
the Melbourne Metropolitan Board 
of Works, and once the Lions had 
established the ownership, they were 
able to undertake works to upgrade 
the area.

L o n g - t i m e  m e m b e r,  D e n i s 
Robertshaw said when the club took 

the courts over it was just asphalt.
“The Lions volunteers did all the 

work fixing it up, weekend after 
weekend, and then put the en tout cas 
[red clay] down.

Ron adds “Johnny Gilbert did the 
maintenance”.

Denis elaborates: “He was a stalwart 
gentleman, he was in his 80s, he used 
to come down here, and if he was 
going past and a branch had come 
down overnight, he’d be down here 
the next day.

“He was so diligent, even when it was 
not his allotted day, he would come 
down and have this place really clean 
and tidy and have it ready for anybody 
that was going to come and have a hit.

“First thing in the morning at 7am, he 
would be down here,” Denis recalled.

Ron said the club rooms were 
originally a small timber shack, 
but local bricklayer Eddie Ohlman 
constructed the brick clubhouse that 
stands to this day.

Current Lions President David 
Englefield recalls the honour system 
used when they rented the courts out 
to the public.

“We used to charge $10 per hour for 
a court.

“It was good fun, the lolly shop had 
the key, people would pay their $10 
and collect the key and return it when 
they were finished,” said David.

At various times the keys were held 
by Riverview Café, Scandles, Landfield 
Real Estate and the Lolly Shop.

But it was not just social hit-ups 
that the courts were used for, at times 
Warrandyte Tennis Club and Kangaroo 
Ground Tennis Club would use the 
courts for competition when they 
needed extra courts.

Current Lions Club Secretary Lyn 
McDonald remembers using the 
courts in her youth.

“I played here when I was playing 
with Kangaroo Ground, we had to use 
it when there were not enough courts 
up there,” she said.

Former member Colin Davis told the 
Diary that Lions used to run a program 
for people with special needs.

“We called the program Everyone 
for Tennis, it started in 2007 and ran 
for four years.

“We had professional coaches and it 
was a good atmosphere, sometimes we 
would get 30 players,” he said.

However, Denis said the use of the 
courts had been in decline over the 
last few years.

“It was costing us a lot in maintenance 
each year to keep it up-to-date, and 
when you do not have the use, it is very 
disappointing.

“Then VicRoads announced they 

were going to remodel the bridge, 
they wanted to have it for extra space, 
so they commandeered the land,” 
Denis said.

D a v i d  a d d e d  “ i t  w a s  v e r y 
disappointing when we lost it all, we 
put a lot of work into it to keep it up and 
going, and a lot of people wanted to 
keep it going, but the Council said, ‘it’s 
not your property, it is our property’.

“For the last three or four years it has 
just gone to wrack and ruin, VicRoads 
used it as a depot, parking the trucks 
and using it for their sheds.

“We are very sorry to see it go,” said 
David.

Current and former members 
gathered at the courts in late May to 
farewell the old courts.

Denis told the  Diary  they are 
donating $45,000 to purchase fitness 
stations to be installed in the new Lions 
Park and are pleased to continue to 
help people enjoy the area by the river.

“It is the Lions swansong as tenancy 
of the tennis court area, but we are 
more than happy that the electric BBQ 
we built is going to continue on, so 
visitors to the area can still enjoy their 
snags and have a picnic… it’s going to 
turn out to be something usable — and 
nice,” Denis said.

The courts and clubhouse will 
now be demolished, and the land 
incorporated into Lions Park (see 
story below).
Rallies by the River by Judy Green 
and Keith Wilson is available from 
the Warrandyte Historical Society.

By DAVID HOGG
THE CONTROVERSIAL Lions Park 
project might finally get underway 
this month to create a new dynamic 
park area running from the Federation 
Playspace to underneath the bridge on 
the south side of the river.

The Manningham Council meeting 
on May 26 approved a draft budget 
which included $600,000 for this 
project, and concluded in closed 
session to discuss and approve the 
tender responses for the works.

A n g e l o  Ko u ra m b a s,  D i re c t o r 
City Planning and Community, 
Manningham Council, told the Diary 
“Works on the first stage of the Lions 
Park upgrade at the Warrandyte River 
Reserve are anticipated to start in 
June and be completed by the end of 
November 2020.

“The upgrade will include new fitness 
equipment, which will be funded by the 
Lions Club of Warrandyte.

“A  f u l l  l i s t  o f  w o r k s  c a n  b e 
found in the document library at 
yoursaymanningham.com.au/lions-
park

“Stage two works are planned for the 
financial year 2021/22.

“This will include a new playspace, 
picnic area, art project, and additional 

indigenous planting,” Mr Kourambas 
said.

There is slight confusion as to which 
of the works are included in Stage 1 
this year, and Stage 2 in the 2021/22 
financial year, particularly as the 
signs on display at the site are a later 
edition than the original master plan 
on the referenced website, but it looks 
safe to assume that Stage 1 consists of 
everything on the site plan apart from 
the four items listed above, and an 
extension to the existing Fire Garden.

We understand from the Lions Club 
that they have set aside $45,000 for 
provision of fixed-apparatus fitness 
equipment, which they had hoped 
would be out in the open but council 
has decided to locate under the bridge.

Progress on these works has been 
slow and controversial.

The original  master plan was 
approved by council in September 
2018 and we were assured at the time 
that work would be started shortly 
after completion of the bridgeworks 
in early 2019.

In May 2019 the Diary announced 
that council had allocated a total of 
$450,000 to the project in the financial 
years to June 2020, and that work would 
start shortly.

In fact, no work has been done since 
VicRoads vacated the site of the old 
tennis courts which they used as a 
depot for the bridge reconstruction, 
and it  has been fenced off  and 
abandoned.

L i o n s  C l u b  m e m b e r  D e n i s 
Robertshaw is concerned about the 
future of the 4-burner BBQ which is in 
good condition.

He tel ls  us  “ This  BBQ was a 
bicentennial project funded by Lions 
Club and all the bricks in the surrounds 
have people’s names on them; people 
in the community that we approached 
to donate money.

“I believe Council is going to retain 
the bricks even though they are going 
to repurpose them but it is a shame that 
they will be throwing out a perfectly 
good 4-burner BBQ and replacing it 
with a new 2-burner one; a waste of 
Lions Club donators’ and ratepayers’ 
money.

“Council tell us that the reason for 
this is that the area has to be made 
wheelchair accessible; we thought it 
already is!”

Lions Club Secretary Lyn McDonald 
tells the Diary “It is still to be called 
Lions Park, that’s what we have been 
told, emphasis that the Lions have had 

this space for so long, and it would be 
terrible to lose that history.”

The Diary is seeking clarification 
from Council on the funding for this 
project.

We know that $450,000 was allocated 
to the project in the 2018/19 and 
2019/20 budgets although no work had 
started in these years.

We know that $600,000 has been 
included in the draft budget for 2020/21 
but do not know whether this includes 
the $450,000 previously committed or 
whether it includes the Stage 2 works 
to be commenced in 2021/22.

We know that council debated the 
awarding of the contract for the works 
in a closed session in their May meeting 

but do not know who the contract was 
awarded to, the value of the contract, or 
whether this was for the whole project 
or just for Stage 1.

These are questions we have asked of 
Council, but they had not responded as 
we go to press, so we will seek to clarify 
next month.

Rather like the bridge widening 
project, we are sure it will be excellent 
when eventually completed, but final 
completion date and costs may differ 
from what was originally outlined.

Manningham’s short video 
walkthrough showing how the final 
implementation will look is very 
impressive and can be found at 
tinyurl.com/wlpk9

Final rally for Bridge Tennis Courts

Lions Park construction gets under way

Photos: JAMES POYNER

Lions say goodbye.

Lions Club renovations completed as reported by 
Warrandyte Diary May 1981 Photo: SANDI BURGOYNE

Artist’s impression courtesy Manningham Council
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By SANDI MILLER
BRAMLEIGH ESTATE might be fairly 
new to Warrandyte, but it has made a 
huge impact, turning the old Alfred’s 
Homestead into a beautiful wedding 
venue that has been a drawcard for 
brides and grooms across Melbourne.

Of course, like the rest of the event 
venues across the world, the doors 
have had to close for the time being, 
but owner of Bramleigh Estate, Mary-
Anne Lowe said they are getting ready 
to open the doors again, but current 
restrictions require them to start small.

“We have had some enquiries for 
people that want to have a wedding 
for 40 people in June or July,” she told 
the Diary.

She says while Bramleigh Estate 
has been able to host some intimate 
weddings, with guests Zooming in 
for the wedding ceremony, it is not 
the same.

“People like to have a wedding to 
celebrate with family and friends, to 
catch up with people — it is that social 
connection that is so paramount to a 
celebration — and if you take that all 
away you change the context of the 
wedding.

“It doesn’t mean that it is wrong, at 
the end of the day it is also about the 
marriage and the union of a couple, 
but there is still a much bigger picture 
in play about why people get married,” 
she said.

On June 1, an easing of restrictions 
allowed up to 20 guests in attendance 
and this is set to increase to 50 on 
June 22.

However, even though 50 guests is 
promising, the four-square-metre rule 
still applies.

Under the four-square-metre (4m2) 
requirement, Bramleigh Estate is 
capable of hosting three times the cap 
of 50 as Mary-Anne explains.

“You have to have a large space for 
50 people, so at our maximum capacity 
at our 4m2 rule we will be able to have 
170 when it is unrestricted, whereas we 
are licenced for 400.

“We are probably one of the biggest 
venue spaces in the eastern suburbs, 
so a lot of smaller …intimate venues, 
that might normally be able to fit 50–60 
for a wedding, will only be able to have 
15-20 guests inside.

“It actually makes it very uncertain 
for a lot of the industry because there 
are not any clear guidelines about 
what is and isn’t going to be allowed,” 
she said.

Mary-Anne commented on the NSW 
recent announcement of a rule saying 
“no wedding cake, no dancing”.

“How can you have a wedding with 
no cake or no dancing!?

“What is wrong with having a cake?
“The chef will cut it in a kitchen that 

is preparing the rest of the food for the 
wedding”.

She said it is a valid thing about 
blowing on birthday cakes, but a 
wedding cake is cut.

“What is that doing to the wedding 
cake industry?

“This isn’t just wedding venues that 
have been affected, it is the cakes, 
the flowers, it’s every supplier… it’s a 
billion dollar industry just in Victoria 
and I literally feel like we have no 
voice,” she said.

Now that restrictions are beginning 
to ease, Mary-Anne is calling on the 
Government to provide a path back 
for the wedding industry.

While the Government needs to 
balance the safety of the community 
and the livelihoods of businesses, 
and there is no crystal ball to reveal 
what the virus might do in the months 
ahead, Mary-Anne told the Diary, that 
some form of framework would help 
the industry, and brides, plan for the 
future.

“If they have got a framework in 
place for a lot of industries — the 
whole ski industry has a framework, 
the Spring Racing Carnival has a 
framework, the Footy has a framework 
— they do know what is happening 
with this virus in terms of what it is 
likely to do.

“I am not saying they have to put out 
a rule saying you can do 125 people 
today, I am just asking them, ‘is it 
reasonable to assume that this 4m2 
rule is going to be in place for the next 
three month, the next six months?’

“They must have some idea,” Mary-
Anne said. 

She said it is going to be a big factor 
for many businesses as to whether 
they can continue to operate.

“It is also going to be a factor for 
brides, who may want to postpone 
again [if the venue can’t accommodate 
all their guests],” she said.

“It has to be viable for businesses to 
operate — and we have to know — you 
can’t have brides wanting to plan for 
October thinking well, my venue fits 
100 so I can do 100 [guests], but under 
that 4m2 rule they can do 35.

“It is not fair on the business owner, 
it is not fair on the client, it is not fair 
on any of the suppliers attached to 
that venue, whose lives are literally 
on hold — the government will know 
whether that rule is going to apply [in 
October],” she said.

She says that if [wedding venues] 
know the 4m2 rule continues to apply, 
they can change the dynamics of their 
business.

“They might decide to put marquees 
up instead of  running smaller 
spaces indoors to increase their 
floor space, however that requires 
council permission, it requires licence 
consideration from VCGLR [Victorian 
Commission for Gambling and Liquor 
Regulation]. 

“It is not like a restaurant where 
you can turn the tap on and I put 
a Facebook ad on and say, ‘hey we 
are open for dinner tonight’ and all 
my loyal customers come back for 
dinner, I can’t say, ‘hey we are open 
for weddings on Friday’ and expect a 
bride to say, ‘okay I am going to walk 
down the aisle in three days’ time, it is 
just not realistic. 

“The government needs to answer 
that 4m2 rule so that we know, so we 
can plan.

“We are wedding planners, we like 
planning, we just need a plan,” Mary-
Anne said.

She said that, long term, people are 
still thinking about getting married, 
with people booking the venue for 
weddings as far out as 2023.

Helping the Fireys
It is not just weddings Mary-Anne 

has had to shut down, Bramleigh 
Estate had donated the venue for this 
year’s planned Fireball, however the 
decision has been made to postpone 
that for 12 months.

F i r e b a l l ’s  s u c c e s s  i s  i n  t h e 
contributions made by its sponsors, 
local businesses and the ticket buying 
public who attend. 

Mary-Anne agrees the Fireball 
committee’s decision to postpone the 
event makes sense, given the economic 
downturn due to Coronavirus.

“I  think that  Fireball  is  ver y 
committed to getting that appliance 
for Wonga Park, so the best thing was 
to say ‘let’s do it next year’.

“So that is, at least they will still have 
a good outcome, but they just have to 
wait 12 months.”

Caring for the community
Mary-Anne’s largess does not stop 

with Fireball, she is also a major 
supporter of Doncare.

“We have a partnership where 
we host a number of their events, 
similar to Fireball, which we provide 
to them free of charge because they 
do exceptionally good work for the 
community.”

She said when Coronavirus hit, 
some of Doncare’s events had to be 
cancelled.

“One of them was an event they 
normally raise a bit of money at, so 
they are screaming out for donations,” 
she said.

As reported in the May’s Diary, 
Doncare’s Foodbank is providing 
food parcels to those in need, and 
they are in need, not only of monetary 
donations, but food items.

Mary-Anne said people have been 

reluctant to have to go into buildings 
to drop off donations, so she has been 
using her front deck as a drop off point.

She has taken 2,000 items to Doncare 
for donation.

Mary-Anne is winding up her drop 
off point in preparation for a return to 
hosting weddings, but Doncare still 
needs donations.

“Pasta, tinned goods, toiletries, 
anything that can be re-gifted straight 
out to people in need,” Mary-Anne 
said, “it is literally — you give food, 
and they give it to those that need it.”

She said charities like Doncare 
still get the same money from the 
Government, but they have had a 
massive increase in people looking 
for services.

Doncare is located at MC2 in 
Doncaster, those wanting to donate 
can drop off goods there.

By KATE GNIEL
AS LIVES BECOME busier, people are 
looking for natural alternatives to keep 
their bodies in tune and are starting to 
realise that preventative measures can 
be very beneficial.

For over seven years, the team at 
Hopetoun Natural Therapies has been 
working with patients to help them get 
the best out of life, by assisting their 
bodies to reach their full potential 
through remedial massage, osteopathy 
and dry needling.

Their personalised treatments assist 
the body to recover, speed up the 
healing process and improve function.

They educate their patients to 
understand their overall well-being 
and how to make better health 
decisions.

The Hopetoun Natural Therapies 
team treats patients from all walks 
of life, from children through to the 
elderly, including women during 
pregnancy, and even the everyday 
walker, gym goer and elite athlete.

The clinic recently moved to larger 
premises on Park Road in Park 
Orchards.

The rustic location of the clinic gives 
patients the feeling of  a slower pace 
and helps them switch off and relax 
during treatment.

The dedicated team consists of 
Tiffany Hodgson, Director and 
Remedial Massage Therapist, and Dr 
Brendan Tait, Osteopath.

They will  soon be welcoming 

nutritionist, Darcie Alderwick to the 
team.

Tiffany heads up the team and brings 
over a decade of experience to the 
clinic.

“I have a passion for helping people 
and want to make a difference in their 
lives.

“I want my patients to stay healthy, 
fit and active with a holistic approach,” 
said Tiffany.

Tiffany’s passion of natural therapies 
was sparked after she suffered a hip 
injury following years of playing 
basketball.

She became interested in the 
anatomy of the body and wanted to 
learn more. 

“I quickly realised how the benefits of 
taking care of my body regularly with 
complementary therapies of remedial 
massage and osteopathy sped up the 
healing process to get me back on 
court quicker.”

Brendan enjoys treating a range 
of musculoskeletal presentations 
including sporting injuries and acute 
or chronic neck and lower back issues.

Brendan integrates other skills such 
as dry needling, myofascial cupping 
and taping into his techniques to give 
his patients a tailored treatment that 
best suits their needs.

Darcie is an associate nutritionist 
with a bachelor’s degree in food and 
nutrition sciences.

She looks forward to joining the team 
and working with patients for their 

nutritional and health needs.
Fo l l o w i n g  r e c e n t  C O V I D - 1 9 

restrictions being eased, Hopetoun 
Natural Therapies is now back open 
full time and is helping relieve stress 
and tension that has built up over this 
shut down period. 

They are adhering to and maintaining 
the highest hygiene and infection 
control practices in the clinic. 

The Hopetoun Therapies team can 
help with symptoms of fatigue, stress, 
anxiety, and tension.

They also commonly treat lower back 
pain, neck pain, joint pain, muscular 
pain, headaches, chronic and acute 
issues, and sporting injuries along with 
nutritional advice.

I f  you  w ou l d  l i ke  to  d i s cu ss 
your individual needs or make an 
appointment get in touch with the 
friendly team at Hopetoun Natural 
Therapies today.

No referral needed.

Hopetoun Natural Therapies,
Suite 3/616 Park Road, 
Park Orchards 
T: 9879 0370
E: hopetounnt@gmail.com
W: www.hopetounnt.com.au
Opening hours:
Tuesday 8am–7pm,
Wednesday 10am–8:30pm, 
Thursday 10am–7:30pm,
Friday 10am–7:30pm,
Saturday 9am–2pm.

Give your body the treatment it deserves

No light at the end of the tunnel, for love

Pictured left to right: Dr Brendan Tait, Tiffany Hodgson and Darcie Alderwick



Have your say on Manningham’s 
draft 2020/21 Annual Budget
You’re invited to have your say on Manningham Council’s draft 2020/21 
Annual Budget. The draft budget has been developed in line with Council’s 
four year strategic plan and taking into consideration the impacts of 
COVID-19.

The draft 2020/21 Annual Budget can be viewed online at  
  yoursay.manningham.vic.gov.au/budget 

If you’re unable to access the internet please contact us to obtain a copy of 
the draft budget. 

How to make a submission:

1. Online - visit yoursay.manningham.vic.gov.au/budget
2. By mail - post to the Chief Financial Officer, Manningham Council,  

PO Box 1, Doncaster VIC 3108.

Verbal presentation – you have the option of making a verbal presentation 
in relation to your submission at a Special Committee of Council 
meeting at 6.30pm on Tuesday 7 July 2020. If you’d like to make a verbal 
presentation please note this in your submission and include your contact 
details. 

Submissions are open from 10.00am Wednesday 27 May to 4.00pm 
Thursday 25 June 2020.

Important information:
• Any submissions made will be published in public Council documents.
• After having considered all submissions, Council will then meet to 

consider adopting the draft 2020/21 Annual Budget on Tuesday 28 July 
2020.

For more information
• Call: (03) 9840 9333
• Email: manningham@manningham.vic.gov.au
• Visit yoursay.manningham.vic.gov.au/budget

Andrew Day 
Chief Executive Officer 
Manningham City Council
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By JAMES POYNER
ALTHOUGH Warrandyte is not directly 
connected to a major freeway or 
railway line, there are significant works 
happening on infrastructure lines all 
around us.

Below is a wrap up of current 
metro works which may indirectly 
affect Warrandyte and surrounding 
communities.

Level Crossing Removal update
The test pilings are being made at 

Mooroolbark and Lilydale stations as 
part of the Level Crossing Removal 
Project (LXRP) which will see the 
level crossings at Manchester Road, 
Mo o ro o l b a r k  a n d  Ma ro o n d a h 
Highway, Lilydale removed, building 
a new elevated railway section with 
elevated platforms at the two stations.

With the projects scheduled for 
completion in 2022, commuters and 
other road users can expect diversions 
and delays in the coming 18 months.

Presently, the Red Earth Community 
Park’s pedestrian and cycle path are 
closed until January 2022 and there 
is reduced parking at Lilydale Station.

For users of the Hurstbridge rail 
service, Stage 2 planning is still 
underway.

According to the LXRP website, a 
post on January of this year suggested 
surveys of the development sites 
b e t w e e n  G r e e n s b o r o u g h  a n d 
Diamond Creek were taking place 
and that the project was seeking the 
Minister for Planning to make local 
Planning Scheme Amendments to 
allow the project to go ahead.

In January, the Minister for Planning 
created an amendment to all local 
government planning schemes, clause 
52.03 Level Crossing Removal Project, 
which streamlines the approval 
process by directing through the 
Minister for Planning.

Stage 2 works on the Hurstbridge 
line were originally planned to begin 
early 2020.

Day in court set for NELP
As reported in last month’s Dairy, 

the Councils of Banyule, Boroondara, 
Whitehorse and Manningham took 
Minster for Planning Richard Wynne 
to the Supreme Court to overturn his 
decision to approve the North East Link 
project, arguing the Environmental 
Effects Statement, the lynchpin for the 
whole project, was vastly inadequate.

At a Directions Hearing on April 24, 
the Minister was ordered by Justice 
Garde to supply evidence to the 

contrary by the end of May.
The Diary can now report a date has 

been set for the case to be heard.
The case will go before Justice Garde 

in the Supreme Court on September 
14, 2020.

However, an article in The Age on 
May 26 speculates taking the case to 
court may be in vain, with The Age 
reporting:

“...the government, in its court 
response to Banyule, Boroondara, 
Manningham and Whitehorse 
councils, has argued the tunnelling 
and road-widening project is too 
big to fail.

Even if the councils succeeded 
in convincing the Supreme Court 
that Mr Wynne’s environmental 
approval was legally invalid, the 
government said the ‘economic 
significance of the works’ meant 
the court should ‘exercise its 
discretion’ and not overturn the 
minister’s decision.

Among reasons the court should 
reject the councils’ bid to quash 
environmental approvals was that 
this would delay construction, 
the government’s lawyers Chris 
Townshend and Barnaby Chessell 
wrote.

This would have ‘the significant 
adverse effect on employment in 
the construction sector in Victoria 
in connection with the works at 
a time that coincides with the 
adverse economic and societal 
effects of the COVID-19 virus on the 
Victorian economy’, the pair wrote.”

The Diary will continue to follow 
this story and will, hopefully, have an 
update in October’s edition.

New dog park for Eltham
Eltham is getting a new off-leash 
dog park as part of the Department 
of Environment, Land, Water and 
Planning (DELWP) Local Parks 
Program.

The new off-leash dog park will be 
situated in North Eltham and is one of 
24 new pocket parks and dog parks as 
part of a $154 million Suburban Parks 
Program.

Following the announcement 
on May 24, Minister for Energy, 
Environment and Climate Change Lily 
D’Ambrosio said the last few months 
have highlighted the need for open 
spaces in suburban areas.

“Being stuck inside the last few 
months has reminded us of the value 
of open green space to stretch the legs, 
clear the head and get some fresh air 

— that’s what this investment delivers.
“We promised to establish these 

parks for families and their pets to 
enjoy —and we’re delivering.

“As our suburbs continue to grow, 
we’re making sure people have easy 
access to much needed open green 
space to exercise, relax or just enjoy 
the outdoors,” she said.

$275,000 has been allotted to 
Nillumbik for the Eltham North Dog 
Park project.

The announcement of Round 1 
winners was accompanied by the 
announcement of Round 2 opening, 
which is only open to a selection of 
pre-determined locations.

In Round 2, Nillumbik Shire Council 
will be able to apply for a grant of up 
to $1.3 million and can nominate 
two projects to develop a pocket park 
within the Eltham electorate.

The guidelines state that seven 
locations are still yet to be determined 
“and will be allocated based upon 
further consideration of open space 
needs”.

This could provide an opportunity 
for other municipalities to apply for 
funding under the scheme.

Councils have until August 10 to 
apply for a pocket park grant.

Railways, roads and dog parks

By SUSAN FOREMAN
FROM MONDAY, June 22, regular hirers 
of Council owned community facilities 
will be able to rehire venues, once again.

This is the first step by Council to get 
their facilities back up and running.

At this stage, community venues 
will not be available to hire for casual 
bookings.

Before each booking,  Council 
Facilities Officers will clean and sanitise 
the venue prior to the start of the 
booking.

Soap and warm, running water will be 
available within venue restrooms, but 
Council will not supply hand sanitiser.

If the people using the booking wish 
to use hand sanitiser, they are advised 
to bring their own.

In a statement, Council advised, In 
line with COVID-19 precautions, hirers 
will need to adhere to restrictions and 
additional responsibilities, including:

• A maximum of 20 people per 
separate space at any one time, 
as well as constraining to the four 

square metre rule.
• Observing 1.5 metre physical 

distancing at all times.
• Hirers must record the names 

of all visitors who remain at the 
community facility for more than 15 
minutes. 
This is required for contact tracing. 
Council can provide a template 
if required – please ask the 
Community Venues team.

• Any hirers running multi-sessions 
within their booking time are 

required to sanitise all equipment 
utilised by their group between each 
session. 
Council will provide cleaning 
product and single use wipes.

• These additional cleans must be 
recorded on the Venue Cleaning 
Log. 
The log will be checked by our 
Facilities Officers at the end of your 
hire session.

• At the conclusion of your booking, 
please do not pack up any council-

owned equipment. 
Council staff will sterilise these 
items before putting them away.

Between now and June 22, council 
teams will be visiting community 
venues to ensure they are properly 
cleaned before opening.

Regular hirers should contact 
Council to determine their “return 
date”, this can be done by calling 
9840 9458 or emailing: 
venues@manningham.vic.gov.au

Community venues reopening in Manningham



Living  
& Learning 
Nillumbik 
– where people share, 
learn and connect
Based on current advice,  
Living & Learning Nillumbik is 
closed, with staff working from 
home. All face-to-face community 
program courses and group 
activities have been cancelled until 
further notice. Some programs 
and groups will continue online – 
please visit our website for more 
information. All Accredited training 
courses are continuing, but will 
be delivered remotely to ensure 
students are able to continue with 
their studies in a supportive online 
environment. 

Please visit our website for more 
information, or contact us at info.
livinglearning@nillumbik.vic.gov.au 
should you have any enquiries.

Wishing you all the best - stay safe, 
stay home!

livinglearningnillumbik.vic.gov.au

Council services 
and facilities  
As COVID-19 restrictions change, 
there will be impacts to many 
Council services and facilities. 

Please make sure to continue checking 
our website for the most up-to-date 
information about facilities re-opening 
and services recommencing.

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/COVID-19

COVID-19 
community support 
Visit our website for resources and 
information to help continue looking after 
ourselves and each other during COVID-19, 
including disability services information, 
supporting older Australians, job 
opportunities and mental health resources.

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/covid-19-community

Dealing with deer
Our Environment team is working 
with residents to control deer in 
Nillumbik.

We would love to hear your thoughts on 
deer in Nillumbik. You can have your say 
by completing our Deer Survey online at 
Participate Nillumbik.

participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au

Support for local 
businesses
Council’s Economic Development 
and Tourism team is supporting 
local businesses and trader groups 
during these difficult times.

This includes subsidised training and 
support for businesses, a business 
mentoring service and a weekly Business 
Support enewsletter. Follow our Visit 
Nillumbik Facebook and Instagram pages, 
which have launched a Stay home, Shop 
local Nillumbik campaign that promotes 
Nillumbik local businesses who are still 
operating during this challenging time.

Facebook and Instagram 
@visitnillumbik
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/covid-19-business  
business@nillumbik.vic.gov.au

Online planning
Council is offering a new digital 
planning service.

Customers can now lodge and pay for all 
planning applications online. A dedicated 
planning advisory service (pre-application 
meeting) has also been launched, 
complete with an online booking system.

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/planningonline

New kerbside  
bin options
An expanded range will be 
available to residents.

New kerbside bin options include a weekly 
120-litre landfill bin collection, a larger 
140-litre fortnightly landfill bin collection 
and a larger 240-litre weekly green waste 
bin. New bins can be ordered form 1 June 
with the new services to start from July 1. 
Charges may apply.

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/bins

Arts and culture
Look out for art installations and 
winners of the Nillumbik Prize for 
Contemporary Writing.

During June, art commissioned as part 
of Council’s ‘Art in the Time of COVID-19’ 
program will be displayed around Nillumbik 
and virtually through our website and social 
media channels. Winners of the Nillumbik 
Prize for Contemporary Writing will also 
be announced.

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/arts 
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By SANDI MILLER
WARRANDYTE ROTARY Opportunity 
Shop is back, bigger and brighter than 
ever.

Op Shop manager, Judith Lightfoot 
has not been idle while the store 
was closed during the COVID-19 
restrictions, she and her small army 
of volunteers, with the help of a 
few tradesmen, have been in the 
renovation game.

When Chris Sharp from rivvaPT 
took the decision to close his gym 
next door and work out of Advance  
Fitness in Donvale, it gave the Op Shop 
the opportunity to expand into the 
adjoining shops.

“We have repainted and remodelled 
everything, and then when Chris left, 
we thought it was a great opportunity 
— we have really been flat out to get 
it open.

“We needed more room, it was 
pretty packed, we couldn’t really take 
furniture, but now the first shop is 
just furniture and the new part is just 
clothes, shoes, bags and hats,” Judith 
said.

She said, aside from the pub and the 
supermarket, the Op Shop is probably 
now the biggest store in Warrandyte.

“The expansion makes it bigger and 
brighter and more open,” she said.

The Op Shop held a grand reopening 
on June 1, which Judith said was a 
wonderful event.

She took to Facebook to express her 
gratitude to everyone who helped 
make it happen. (See right)

Judith said they are open again for 
donations and can even take furniture 
now.

However, the added floor space 
is going to mean they need more 
volunteers to help run it.

“I have 30 volunteers, which is not 
enough, it wasn’t enough when we had 

three shops, it won’t be enough now we 
have five,” Judith said.

She said they are looking for 
volunteers to join the team for two 
hours, once per week. 

Police memorial
Part of the remodelling included a 

mural dedicated to the four Victoria 
Police members who were killed in 
a collision on the Eastern Freeway in 
March.

“One of our volunteers, Cenjav, 
drew it freehand from a photo on 
the internet, and I felt so bad when 
that happened and I felt really, really 
terrible and people forget about it, but 
I felt so bad for the families that we had 
to do something for them,” said Judith.

Second Bite
Helping families in need didn’t stop 

because the shop was closed, the 
Op Shop staff and volunteers helped 
provide food parcels for 15–25 families 
per week.

“We are part of Second Bite, so 
instead of Aldi throwing [their close-
to-use-by produce] into the bin, we 
get it and we distribute it to families 
that need it.”

Judith said since Coronavirus there 
has been a large increase in people 
needing food aid.

“At least double,” she said. 
“The Bendigo Bank has given us 

money to support Dave who is still 
[sleeping rough] down on the river, so 
we go to the IGA and get him coffee 
and whatever he needs from there”.

Lions Op Shop to reopen after 
hailstorm damage

The Lions Op Shop at the Community 
Centre has been closed since it was 
flooded in the January 19 hailstorm, 
but is set to reopen in mid-June.

Lions Club Secretary Lyn McDonald 

said the store was badly flooded in 
the storm and Lions and Council 
have spent the last months repairing 
the damage, which has finally been 
completed.

“There is a lot to put back and to 
swap back the seasons from summer 
to winter, so maybe two weeks to 
reorganise the whole thing,” said Lyn.

If you are interested in 
volunteering, drop into the Rotary 
Op Shop at the rear of the Bridge 
Shops, visit the Rotary website at 
www.warrandytedonvalerotary.
org.au/opshop or  
phone 0416 490 749

Service clubs seize opportunity to 
renovate and repair our Op Shops

What an absolutely amazing day 
we had today. where do I start? 
I want to share my happiness with 
everyone and thank all who turned 
out today to play meet and greet 
with the customers. Thanks to 
the caterer Platter Perfection who 
stayed all day handing out 100 
plates to our customers. To 
Riverlea wines for the beautiful 
wine and to the dedicated team 
that spent the day working. I 
cannot thank you all enough. what 
fun we had the comradeship, it 
was a pleasure to watch you all 
interacting with everyone. My 
heart was exploding today to see 
everyone coming and going. well 
done team. Thank you, team. 
Judith

Rotory Op Shop 
Warrandyte
1 June at 19:11

By CORALIE SOUVATZIS
It’s a scarf with a cuddle!

We’re all in this together… how 
many times did we hear that?

I was not in anything, except self-
pity missing the family.

I needed to focus on something 
else and the opportunity arose in an 
unexpected way.

It began when I took some items 
to school and a little boy ran up to 
me for a hug.

“Oh no we can’t cuddle we will have 
to do an elbow bump,” I told him.

He was not impressed, and I felt 
terrible.

I came away thinking “what I could 
do for these children at school?”

These were chi ldren of our 
Emergency Services Personal and 
others who were attending for other 
reasons.

“I will make him a scarf so when he 
wears it, it will be like a cuddle”… and 
so Scuddles were born.

I put out a call on the Warrandyte 
Primary School website for wool 
donations and the school letterbox 

became our drop-off-pick-up-point.
Parents sanitised hands before 

packing wool, and I sanitised before 
knitting.

After I had knitted around 26, I sent 
a photo to show my granddaughter 
Mia (pictured).

“Oh Nanny I just LOVE that rainbow 
one,” she said.

Obviously, it was in the mail on its 
way to her next day.

Over a period of two weeks, I took 
the Scuddles to school.

Acting Principal Cathie Brookes 
placed them all on the counter, and 
children were invited to choose the 
length, colours and width of their 
preferred Scuddle.

Thankfully they all loved them, and 
I felt I had been able to contribute, in 
some small way, to let them know that 
even though we are all in isolation, 
there are still ways we can reach out 
to others.

All in all, I managed to knit 34 
Scuddles.

Thank you to those who helped with 
wool contributions.

What is a scuddle? 



Ryan 
SMITH mp

Suite 2, 1020 Doncaster Road, Doncaster East     
  

9841 5166 Ryan.Smith@parliament.vic.gov.au

RyanSmith.com.au Ryan Smith MPMEMBER FOR WARRANDYTE
Authorised by Ryan Smith MP 2/1020 Doncaster Rd, East Doncaster | Funded from Parliamentary Budget

YOU
THANK

Doctors
Police

Supermarket Staff

Support Staff

AND SO MANY MORE FOR ALL YOUR HARD WORK AND 
DEDICATION THROUGH THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

PSOs

Teachers

Volunteers

Nurses

Scientists

Delivery Drivers

Paramedics

Medical Staff

Cleaners 
Carers

Public Transport Drivers
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By KATRINA BENNETT 

much ado

CAUTIOUSLY CRACKING open the 
back door, I slowly poke my head 
out and blink bewilderedly into the 
morning sunshine.

Even quicker, I retract back into the 
safety of my house, the only bite the 
sun had in it was frostbite.

The morning rays streaming in 
through the window screamed false 
advertising, louder than a Mt Hotham 
2020 Season Ski Pass.

The sun was out but it was freezing, 
the snow was on the ground but you 
couldn’t go and stay overnight.

COVID-19 restrictions were being 
gradually lifted and it was time to leave 
the house.

Or was it? I now had the NBN.
I had recently endured enough power 

outages that the North Warrandyte 
possum population was extinct and 
my power would never be interrupted 
again.

Yarra Valley Water has just replaced 
enough pipes that I could tunnel under 
Bass Strait all the way to Tassie with the 
offcuts, to ensure I would never have  
to travel on a cruise ship again or have 
my household taps run dry.

So, no. I could leave the house now if 
I wanted to. But I didn’t want to. I had 
everything I needed.

There wasn’t a TV show, movie or 
music I couldn’t stream anymore.

I could add to my online shopping 
cart with wild abandon, confident 
that the internet wouldn’t drop out 
for the 13th time just as I was putting 
in the CCV.

As the cliché goes, I had food in my 
cupboards; I had clothes, albeit tatty 
PJs that hadn’t left my personage for 

over two months, on my back; heating 
and a partial roof over my head that the 
insurance company promises will be 
fixed sometime before the next storm-
of-the-century hits.

But then. I’m walking down my 
hallway with my 28th basket of washing 
for the day, as a mullet-haired teenager 
oozes from their man-child cave and 
accidently bumps my rose-coloured 
glasses off my head.

The unwashed apparition that no 
amount of Lynx Africa could improve 
grunts at me, it may be an apology, 
it may be a request for a cooked 
breakfast.

Who could tell? More importantly, 
who could care?

I drop that clothes basket quicker 
than a Trump supporter could inject 
themselves with disinfectant.

This time, I burst through the 
backdoor.

Outside looks just the same as it 
did before expressions like social 
distancing and flattening the curve had 
the highest hits on google searches, 
before it was socially acceptable for 
the “teacher” to have a glass of rosé or 
a quarantini during “online learning” 
recess breaks.

Yes. Outside looked just the same, 
except the grass was greener.

A lot greener, and longer, choked by 
unidentifiable weeds, interspersed 
with piles of duck poo and the odd 
kangaroo mob.

Nature appeared to be taking over 
and I was cool with that. 

Until I caught my reflection in the 
window, what was staring back at me 
was more blobfish than human.

That deep-sea dwelling native of 
Aussie and Kiwi waters, voted the 
Worlds Ugliest Animal of 2013 had 
snuck in under my skin.

But should I be surprised that I 
resembled one of these melted puddles 

of goo? They ingest whatever gets 
sucked into their mouth as they float 
along the ocean floor, not dissimilar 
to me inhaling whatever could be 
remotely passed off as food whilst I 
languorously ambulated through the 
kitchen.

These award-winning fish have 
extremely low muscle mass.

Besides eating, their only other job is 
to conserve energy.

I mean, just pat me on my flabby 
rounded back and call me Blobfish 
Bennett.

If I was a Harry Potter character my 
Patronus would be one of these bad 
boys.

If my middle-aged eyes could 
actually focus, a closer inspection 
of my reflection would’ve unveiled 
further iso-tragedies.

A few months living like a hermit 
cowering from the outside world had 
left me a whiter shade of pale, Vitamin 
D deficient enough that if I was 40 
years younger, I’d be diagnosed with 
Rickets.

Like my lawn, my body had grown 
hair, long and luscious.

Not just on top of my head and not 
grass green, more a greyish white 
colour to match my new skin tone.

Adding to my woes, these were not 
the only body parts to change colour. 

Unlimited hours of binging Netflix 
had left my eyes redder than a Nimbin 
music festival goer.

What really did happen to Carol 
Baskin’s husband?

And after 10 weeks of my other half 
being no more than a few rooms away 
from me at all times, would it be so bad 
if the same fate awaited him?

Bunny hopping down the driveway, I 
notice the “L” plates are still on the car.

That seems totally legit.
Turning the music up, I grin at myself 

in the mirror.

It’s time to do my patriotic duty and 
heed the words of our great leader, 
Scotty from Marketing.

I ’ v e  b e c o m e  a  o n e  w o m e n 
Warrandyte economic stimulus 
package.

Riverview for a coffee, rivvaPT to 
get the muscle-less body back into 
shape, Salon Blonde for a haircut and 
colour, Hops and Vine for a refreshing 

G+T, Yarra Day Spa for a wax and 
exfoliation, chicken parma at the pub 
and a ticket for the meat raffle, Eyes 
on Warrandyte for some glasses to 
admire the new me. 

And then last, but definitely not 
least, I pop into the Warrandyte 
Community Bank Branch of the 
Bendigo Bank for a new credit card.

To pay for it all.

Keep calm and COVID Normal
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By VALERIE POLLEY
OVER THE NEXT few months the 75th 
anniversary of the end of World War 
Two will be commemorated in many 
countries and across continents. 

This conflict, also known as the 
Second World War, was a global war 
that lasted over six years, from 1939 
to 1945. 

The majority of the world’s countries 
formed into two opposing military 
alliances. 

One was known as the Axis powers 
(Germany, Italy, and Japan) and the 

other, the Allies (France, Great Britain, 
Commonwealth countries, USA and 
the Soviet Union). 

On September 3, 1939, Prime 
Minister Robert Gordon Menzies 
announced that Australia would join 
the war effort. 

Almost a million Australians, both 
men and women then served in the 
conflict across many theatres of war 
from Europe to Asia. 

Warrandyte men and women played 
their part in the war effort. 

There are two victory days to be 

commemorated. 
The first was Victory in Europe Day 

or VE Day (usually May 8) which 
celebrates the formal acceptance 
by the Allied Command of Nazi 
Germany’s unconditional surrender 
at the Allied headquarters in Reims, 
France on May 7, 1945. 

In Europe and America there were 
scenes of wild rejoicing at the news 
the war was over.

Unfortunately, formal VE Day 
commemorations in Europe planned 
for the anniversary were cancelled 

due to the COVID-19 virus. 
With Japan’s acceptance of the 

Allied demand for unconditional 
surrender VP Day (Victory in the 
Pacific) sometimes known as VJ Day 
(Victory over Japan) was declared on 
August 15. 

In Australia the Prime Minister, Ben 
Chifley, announced that the war was 
over and there was jubilation and 
rejoicing around the country. 

The RSL Honour Roll states that 169 
men and 40 women from this District 
served in the services. 

The Warrandyte Nominal Roll 
numbers 143 pages. 

These figures indicated a scale too 
vast to manage on an individual 
basis and did not include all those 
Warrandyte war veteran residents 
who lived in the township after the 
war. 

Below is the story of one of those 
listed as making the supreme sacrifice, 
to commemorate and remind us all of 
what we owe to our service men and 
women. 

Lest We Forget. 

Commemorating 75 years since WWII

DURING THE middle years of WWII, 
the Saligari family, Victor Saligari, 
wife Stella, and their two sons Lionel 
Edward (Ted) and Stanley (Stan) 
moved to Warrandyte from East 
Brunswick in 1942, due to Victor’s 
health problems. 

The family ran the popular Bridge 
Café serving Devonshire Teas and 
refreshments to locals and visitors. 

Victor’s oldest son Victor James 
Saligari (from a previous marriage 
and aged 30) had enlisted in the 
Australian Army in 1941. 

On February 10, 1942, his youngest 
son Stanley, a clerk in the PMG 
Department, celebrated his 18th 
birthday and three days later also 
enlisted in the Australian Army. 

As he was only 18 years’old, he 
required parental permission to join 
up and his father signed the requisite 
form. 

By February 1943 Stan was a Gunner 
in the 106 Australian Anti-Tank 
Regiment but it was at that point he 
requested a discharge from the army 
so he could join the RAAF. 

This was granted, because on 
February 17, 1943 Stanley enlisted 
with the RAAF.

As a 19-year-old he still required 
a parent’s consent, this time it was 
his mother Stella who signed the 
requisite form giving him permission. 

According to his service record, 
Stanley then trained at the No. 2 
Bombing and Gunnery School in Port 
Pirie, South Australia before moving 
to Parkes, NSW and then onto Sydney 
before embarkation for the UK. 

He gained his Gunner’s badge and 
moved up through the ranks, being 
promoted to Sergeant on September 
16, 1943 just before leaving for 
overseas. 

On October 13,1943,  Stanley 
embarked for the UK, arriving on 
November 21, 1943. 

He then passed through the 
receiving station for Australian 
servicemen and onto 17 Operational 
Training Unit in December of 1943. 

He received further training and 
was promoted to Flight Sergeant 
on March 16, 1944 before he was 
moved to No 57 Base HQ in that 
month and onto his final posting as 
a Gunner to 467 Squadron in June of 
that year at Waddington RAF base in 
Lincolnshire. 

467 Squadron was an RAAF bomber 
squadron attached to Bomber 
Command in Britain. 

It was notionally an Australian 
squadron but comprised a mixture of 
British and Commonwealth Nations 
personnel. 

After becoming operational in early 
1943, the squadron flew operations in 
Europe flying Lancaster long-distance 
heavy bombers. 

Its operational focus for much of the 
war was a strategic bombing offensive 
with concentrated efforts against 
major targets in Germany. 

From November 1943 up until 
March 1944, Bomber Command 
launched 16 attacks against Berlin, 
with nearly 1000 aircraft dispatched 
of which more than half were lost. 

Overall between 1939 and 1945 
Bomber Command suffered huge 
casualties. 

Squadron 467 endured heavy losses 
too in the course of its operations. 

The toll was 118 aircraft lost and 760 
of its personnel killed, 284 of whom  
were Australian. 

The bombing campaigns against 
Germany and Italy became Australia’s 
costliest campaign of WWII. 

The final sortie  
(from the Saligari family history). 
Stan and the RAAF Crew took off 

from their base at 11:04 pm. on June 
21, 1944; they flew across the English 
Channel, across Belgium, and towards 

their target —  Gelsenkirchen — in 
the Ruhr. 

In the early hours of the morning 
of June 22, 1944, while flying in 
formation with the other aircraft of 
their squadron, they approached the 
target area and opened their bomb 
doors, ready to drop their load of 
bombs. 

Since the Ruhr was Germany’s 
industrial heartland it was heavily 
attacked on a regular basis, but it was 
also heavily defended with both anti-
aircraft guns and night-fighter planes. 

It was while Flt Sgt Saligari’s 
Lancaster was on its final bombing 
run, with its bomb doors open, that 
it was hit in the bomb bay by an 
exploding anti-aircraft shell. 

This in turn detonated the bombs 
being carried by the aircraft and 
the resulting explosion completely 
destroyed the aircraft. 

Flt Sgt Saligari, whose position as 
mid-upper gunner was directly above 
the bomb load, would have been killed 
instantly by this explosion. 

All but one of the crew perished, the 
survivor, Flight Sergeant B.J. Sutton, 
miraculously parachuted to safety. 

He was found by resistance fighters 
who assisted him and helped him to 
return to England. 

He had initially been reported as 
missing on 22nd June 1944 but turned 
up in England three months later. 

He lived to tell the story. 
Ted Saligari, Stan’s brother told of the 

overwhelming sadness felt when news 
of Stan’s death reached their home in 
Warrandyte. 

His mother Stella had lost her 
husband in November the previous 
year.

Ted had lost a father, and now a 
brother.

In the space of less than a year a 
family of four had been reduced to two. 

Sadly, Stan had married an English 
girl a few months earlier (March 17, 

1944), and like many tragic war-time 
marriages, it was cut short, lasting only 
three months. 

After the war, there was no real 
contact between Stan’s wife and his 
family in Australia. 

Stan was initially buried in the 
Cemetery at Zwillbrock (the day after 
he was killed). 

Zwillbrock is on the Dutch/German 
border.

 Sometime later he was reinterred in 
the Reichswald Forest War Cemetery 
along with five other servicemen who 
were part of the crew that perished on 
that fateful day in June 1944. 

Stanley was obviously greatly 
missed by his mother and brother. 

The memorial notice posted in the 
Argus on June 22, 1944 called him a 
devoted younger son, a nation’s hero 
and a mother’s lovely boy. 

The inscription on the war dead 
register says simply “You live for ever 
in our hearts”. 

Stanley’s short marriage to Helen 
Elaine Triggs (a corporal in the Royal 
Air Force, Service no. 442031), made 
her his next of kin and thus entitled to 
receive any medals due. 

After the war, despite extensive 
searching, the family failed to locate 
her. 

It is believed that his service medals 
have never been issued. 

The majority of Bomber Command 
aircrew were aged from 19 to mid-20s 
with an average age of 21 years old. 

Stanley’s aircrew fitted that profile 
with ages ranging from 19 to 25. 

Five of the seven were Australians, 
all of whom were under the age of 22. 

To lose all these young men, in the 
prime of life was devastating for the 
RAAF, for their families and for the 
country. 

A generation of young men was lost 
in the skies over Europe during the 

years of WWII and the effect was felt 
for years to come. 

The Bridge Café in Warrandyte 
continued on serving drinks and 
refreshments. 

It is not known when the Saligari 
family gave up the café. 

Stella herself died in a tragic car 
accident in August 1952. 

The Bridge Café was sold, and the 
building removed to make way for 
the new concrete bridge (completed 
1955). 

The Saligari connection with 
Warrandyte ended in April 1971 when 
Stanley’s older brother Ted and wife 
Phyl, who had lived in Mullens Road, 
Warrandyte for over 30 years, moved 
to Geelong in April 1971 to be near 
Phyl’s family. 

Ted passed away on October 28, 
2009, and his wife Phyllis on April 
4, 2011. 

A version of this article first 
appeared in the Warrandyte 
Historical Society newsletter.

Flight Sergeant Stanley John Saligari — RAAF

Old Warrandyte Dairy preservation update
DESPITE THE COVID-19 shutdown, works have continued 
at the site of the Old Dairy and it seems the project is nearing 
completion.

Walkers on the river will have noticed the bulk of the 
structural work is now complete and the beautification of 
the surrounding landscape is primed to commence.

The Warrandyte Diary will have a detailed progress report 
in the coming months.
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KEEPS US

TOGETHER

SAFE

STAYING

For details go to vic.gov.au/CORONAVIRUS
Authorised and published by the Victorian Government, 1 Treasury Place, Melbourne

Thank You Victoria.

While some restrictions have eased, limiting 

our movement everyday means everything. It 

means we slow the spread of the virus. If we keep 

working from home and we limit the number of 

us moving around, we can keep kicking a footy 

in the park. If we use common sense and keep 

our distance, we can visit cafes and restaurants. 

And if we only see those we need to, we’ll keep 

our friends and families safe.      

  

We all have a part to play.  

It’s up to all of us to make this work. 

KEEPSAPART

STAYING

US TOGETHER
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By SANDI MILLER
THE YARRA is the lifeblood of our 
town.

It is a thread that runs through all our 
lives, and a barometer of the seasons.

Known by the local Wurundjeri 
people as Birrarung “The River of 
Mists and Shadows” the river has 
been an important part of the area for 
thousands of years.

Local photographers Bill McAuley, 
Denise Illing and Bill Sandel have 
produced a wonderful photographic 
celebration of our river.

A must for any self-respecting 
Warrandytians coffee table, River 
of Mists explores the environment, 
wildlife and culture that congregate 
around our river.

River of Mists dives into the many 
facets of the river, its inhabitants and 
visitors. 

The book is interspersed with 
comments from Warrandyte locals, 
reflecting on what the river means to 
them.

In the book, River Keeper Andrew 
Kelly sums up our ever-changing 
relationship with the river when he 
quotes Heraclitus “No-one ever steps 
in the same river twice, for its not the 
same river and they’re not the same 
person”.

Denise has been photographing 
the river for almost a decade, after 
she picked up her camera to provide 
reference shots for her artwork.

Last year, after a meeting on the 

riverbank, Denise decided to join in 
Bill McAuley’s Fourth Hill Photography 
Workshops.

Bill has had a decades-long passion 
for photography, and for Warrandyte, 
and suggested they publish a book 
together.

What they have put together, along 
with drone photographer Bill Sandel, 
can only be described as glorious.

Denise can spend hours each day, 
camera in hand, walking the riverbank, 
her persistence is often rewarded.

Earlier this year, I was fortunate to 
be chatting with Denise at Stiggants 
Reserve when we spotted not one, not 
two, but three(!) platypus playing in 
the rapids.

She has managed to capture a vast 
variety of wildlife in and around the 
river, including a swimming tiger snake 
(pictured below), which shows that 
sometimes it is a good idea to vary our 
routines.

“It was a morning last summer, and I 
was walking a bit later than I normally 
do, it was warming up and suddenly 
this tiger snake swam towards me 
across the river, I managed to get the 
shot before it disappeared,” she said. 

D e n i s e  sa i d  d u r i ng  h e r  t i m e 
photographing the river, there is always 
something different to see. 

“I have seen it when it was in flood 
over the road, over the paths, I have 
seen it when it has been very low.

“A couple of years ago all the willows 
and plum trees were pulled out, we 

have had some lovely vistas that we 
hadn’t had for a while, now they are 
disappearing again — things grow and 
it is great.”

The river attracts people as well, and 
particularly in the warmer months, 
Warrandyte sees huge numbers of 
people enjoying the river.

“We get a lot of visitors along the 
river all times of the year, but during 
the Festival and the Market and the 
Pottery Expo, you get a lot of people at 
one time,” Denise said.

The book beautifully captures the 
human, and canine, interactions with 
the river.

Evident  is  the sheer  joy  that 
Warrandyte’s dogs display in their 
romps along, and in, the river.

There is just so much to see in the 80 
pages of River of Mists. 

We are so blessed in Warrandyte to 
have such an inspirational landscape 
to live, play and work within, and 
we are fortunate to have such skilled 
photographers to capture the essence 
of our river.

Due to  the  COVID-19 health 
concerns, the publishers have shrink-
wrapped the copies of the book for 
peace of mind.
River of Mists is available for $35, 
from Quinton’s IGA, Warrandyte Post 
Office, Cocoa Moon Café and 13 Rows 
Café at Aumanns.
Prints of individual photographs 
are also available for sale from the 
authors, contact details in the book.

River of Mists

Photo: BILL McAULEY
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• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes • Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

0411 267 490 
selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au 
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au

A L L  W O R K  G U A R A N T E E D

Licensed Roof Plumbers
SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE

9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540 

JOHN ROBERTS
and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
 • Taxation Return Preparation
 • Electronic Lodgement Service
 • Accounting & Business Consultants
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what’s open

The Warrandyte Diary team understand the importance of community. Our What’s Open guide will help you connect with local businesses. So whether you need a personal trainer or 
a solicitor, ideas for dinner or a birthday present. Living and shopping locally benefits not only your own health, but ensures our businesses do not simply survive, but thrive.
Note: This list is compiled by the editorial team on information available at time of publishing. Please remember to support our regular advertisers, listed throughout the paper.

Food & beverage
Produce

Warrandyte Quality Meats
Goldfields Plaza
402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road
Warrandyte 
9844 1563
Monday – Friday, 7am–6pm
Saturday, 7am–1pm
Two customers in the shop at a time.

Warrandyte Hot Bread
Goldfields Plaza
402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road
Warrandyte 
Monday – Saturday, 7:30am–5pm
Sunday, 7:30am–2:30pm
Pies, bread, cakes

Warrandyte Bakery
193–197 Yarra Street
9844 1809
Monday – Sunday, 7am–5:30pm
Hot and cold pies, bread, coffee, cakes

Aumanns at Warrandyte
150 Harris Gully Road, Warrandyte
9844 3464
aumannsproduce.com.au
Monday – Friday, 7am–6pm 
Saturday – Sunday, 8am–5pm

Eating out
Bocca Italian Pizzaria
104 Melbourne Hill Road, Warrandyte
9844 0396
Wednesday – Sunday, 5pm–9pm
Maximum 20 customers at a time. 
Booking essential

Fondata
150 Eltham-Yarra Glen Road, 
Kangaroo Ground
9712 0752
hello@fondata1872.com
From Friday, June 5
Friday—Sunday
Call or email for enquiries.
Take away and heat-at-home also still 
available
Friday—Sunday, 4pm–8pm

ember 
152 Yarra Street, Warrandyte 
9844 5548 
info@emberdining.com.au 
www.emberdining.com.au
From Friday, June 12
Dine in, booking essential
Wednesday, Thrusday, 5pm till late
Friday, Saturday, 12pm till late
Sunday, 12pm–4pm
Sunday roast takeaway 4pm–8pm

Mings
6/92 Melbourne Hill Road
9844 2288
Take away and eat in.
Open Tuesday – Sunday
5:30pm till late.
Bookings essential.

Zest Handcrafted Pizza
6/35 Drysdale Road
Warrandyte
9844 4073
Wednesday — Monday from 5pm
Booking essential.

Vanilla Orchid
188 Yarra Street, Warrandyte 
9844 5778
www.vanillaorchid.com.au
Tuesday – Sunday, 5:30pm–9pm
Dine in available, booking essential.

Mumma Dumpling
188-202 Yarra Street. Warrandyte
9844 5688
Friday – Monday, 5:30pm–8:30pm

Ready meals
Blue Pear Pantry
0415 170 733
deb@bluepearpantry.com.au
www.bluepearpantry.com.au
Award winning pies and sausage rolls 
delivered. ready to heat and eat.

Coffee
Cocoa Moon
Sit down
Monday–Friday, 8:30am–3:30pm
Saturday, Sunday and public holidays, 
9am–4:30pm
Opening times subject to change at short 
notice.

Cafe Z
1530 Main Road, Research
Monday – Saturday, 7am–2pm
Community based cafe specialising 
in great coffee and homemade 
deliciousness with Turkish influence. 
Take home meals available!

Now and Not Yet Cafe
148 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Open 7 days, 9am–2pm
Socially empowered coffee and food

White Owl 
Goldfields Plaza
402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road, 
Warrandyte
Monday – Saturday, 8:30am–1pm

River View Cafe
262 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Monday – Saturday, 6am–4:30pm
Sunday, 7am–4:30pm

Food for all Seasons
254 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Monday – Sunday, 8am–4pm
Take away food and coffee and cakes.

Garden
Warran Glen Nursery
373 Ringwood – Warrandyte Rd, 
Warrandyte
www.warranglen.com.au 
Nursery & gift shop open 10am–4pm

Friends of Warrandyte State Park 
(FOWSP) Nursery
The Pound, Warrandyte
Nursery closed to public, online orders 
at www.fowsp.org.au
nursery@fowsp.org.au to arrange 
contactless pickup

Gifts
Calla Collective
142 Yarra Street
9844 3969
www.callacollective.com.au
callacollective@gmail.com
Arts and crafts, gifts
Wednesday, Friday–Sunday, 10am–3pm
Thursday, 2pm–6pm

SheEarth Gems
108 Yarra Street
Friday, Sunday, 11am–4pm
Saturday, 10am–5pm
Opening days, times expanding in July 
(subject to restrictions)

Home Services

Mr Grumpy’s Repairs and Painting
0420 969 965
grumpyrepairsandpainting@gmail.com
Home maintenance

Carr-pentry and Home Maintenance
Dan Carr
0425 400 359
Decking, rennovations, repairs. 
Help get that to-do list completed

Quinton’s SUPA IGA
Goldfields Plaza
402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Rd, 

 Warrandyte 
9844 3089
info@quintonsiga.com.au
Monday – Sunday, 7am–8pm
Delivery and click-and-collect available
Aisles are one-way, follow the arrows.

Yard Birds Gardens
0400 548 468
Landscaping and garden mainteance

Riverside Sand and Soil
1 Mahoneys Court, Warrandyte 
9844 3329
Monday – Friday, 7am–5pm
Saturday, 8am-3pm
Touch free payment available.

BMC Tree Services
Ben McLean 0417 364 178
Tree removal, tree pruning & surgery
Stump removal, free quotes

H2Pro Plumbing
9844 1444
24 Hour emergency assistance.

A1 Fix Plumbing
0438 537 773
Commercial, Domestic and Industrial 
plumbing

Warrandyte Glass
9879 0373 or 0418 369 294
All types of glass, glazing, mirrors
and shower screens

Select Metal Roofing
0411 267 490
Licenced roof plumbers
Re-roofing, new roofs, gutters, 
gutterguard, rainwater tanks, skylights 

Research Septic Tank Cleaning
9437 0108 or 0407 337 359
60 Research Road, Research

Bond Locksmiths
9877 7844
Locksmiths  — Domestic, commercial, 
automotive and safes

Carter Art
0418 357 282
Artistry in Iron
Hand crafted, functional products with 
artistic qualities.
Hand rails, screens, gates, house 
hardware

Two Birds and a Barrow
0488 994 669
Gardening, specialising in natural 
Australian gardens



Functional products with 
artistic qualities – hand 

rails, screens, gates, house 
hardware, handmade to your 

design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

Carter Art
Artistry in Iron

CHAUFFURED TRANSFERS 
Arrive safely in style & comfort. 
Airport  transfer, parties, weddings. 
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 8 
passengers & luggage. Call Clive 
for bookings 0412 556 801.

DIARY MINI ADS

OPEN FOR BUSINESS?
Contact us to discuss 

listings and advertising
info@warrandytediary.com.au

STAY FOCUSSED 
RETAIN YOUR VISION 

TRUST US WITH YOUR SIGHT
Contact us for your next spectacles or contact lenses

Ask about our no gap options with extras cover

New opening hours due to COVID-19, see listing above
Ph 9844 4422  warrandyte@eyeson.com.au

Goldfields Plaza Warrandyte
Experienced Optometrists Locally Owned and Run

Diligent Home
Maintenance

Home maintenance & Handymen based in 
Templestowe
Reliable Home Maintenance & Repairs

Home Restoration
Kitchen & Bathroom
Renovations

Tiling

Carpenerting

Welding

Painting

Roof Rejuvenation

and more...
Call or email us today for a quote:

0415 130 260
diligenthomemaintenance@gmail.com
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Dytes Plumbing
0408 547 949
Plumbing and gas fitting.

Personal Services
Essentially Hair by Emma
9844 0798
104 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Tuesday–Saturday, 9am–5pm
by appointment

Ivory Hearing
9844 5863
Shop 5, 90 Melbourne Hill Road. 
Warrandyte
Audiologists, Hearing aids.
Exercise Physiologist and Nutrition

Media services
The Online Fix
theonlinefix.com
kirri@theonlinefix.com
0428 660 015
Digital marketing and audit solution.

Thinking Printing
Unit 4, 156-160 New Street, Ringwood
www.thinkingprinting.com.au
9879 8722 or 0418 522 140
Full service printers.
Free contactless delivery to Warrandyte 
and surrounds.

Professional
Warrandyte Community Bank
9844 2233
Banking, investments, insurance
Monday - Friday 9:30am - 5pm
142 Yarra Street, Warrandyte

Madison Sloan Lawyers
9879 0734 
melisa@madisonsloanlawyers.com.au
Legal Services
Monday – Friday, 9am–5pm

Hoskins Real Estate
67 Mitcham Road,
Donvale, VIC 3111 
9874 7677 / 0411 619 336 
kathy@hoskins.com.au

what’s open

Curlew Creative
www.curlewcreative.com.au 
0438 841 090
Graphic Designer
Logos, Brochures, Websites, Posters, 
Marketing, Illustration, Photography 
and much more...

42K Media
42kmedia.com.au
hello@42kmedia.com.au
0429 121 969
Digital media and video production 
services for the Warrandyte 
community and surrounds.
Contact us to discuss how to use live 
streaming to engage with your clients.

Replicat
1300 727 685
CDs, DVDs, Vinyl, USBs Packaging, 
Promotional Products.

Jellis Craig Real Estate
Chris Chapman 0421 736 592
Mandy Berenyi 0413 841 259
jelliscraig.com.au

Lavrin and Lawrence
9846 3811
1 Milne Street, Templestowe
Specialist Orthodontist
Get a virtual consultation from home.

PTAS Accounting
9844 2409
Certified Practicing Accountants
Business accounting specialists
ptasaccountants.com.au

Rush and Hampshire
98744 4646 
163 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Baristers and Solicitors

Peter Gardiner
9844 1111
Barristers and Solicitors
Office 1, 2 Colin Avenue, Warrandyte
Monday–Friday, 9am-6pm  
by appointment

John Roberts and Associates
9844 2661 
Certified Practicing Accountants
Shop 5, 35-37 Drysdale Road, 
Warrandyte

New Life Healing
Stephanie Foxley 0407 921 122
Counselling and Wellbeing
Online counsellling available

Pilates
When: Every Wednesday
When: 9am
Info: Free classes conducted online, visit the 
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House website of 
email admin@wnh.org.au for the zoom link.

Gentle Exercise
When: Every Wednesday
When: 10:30am
Info: Free classes conducted online, visit the 
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House website of 
email admin@wnh.org.au for the zoom link.

Food Preserving Techniques
When: Saturday, June 13, 10am–11:30am
Info: Join Maria from My Green Garden to learn 
about the art and science of making jams and 
preserves. Visit: wml.spydus.com/ to book your 
place in this class presented over Zoom

Beginners Fluid Art 
(Acrylic pouring on canvas)
When: Saturday, June 20, 9:30am – 11:30am
Info: $57, all materials supplied. Fluid art is a new 
and exciting style of art. Create your own acrylic 
canvases to take home. Book on our website: 
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au.

Pilates
When: Every Monday, 9:30am–10:15am
Info:  Free class. Contact Pines Learning 
on 9842 6726 for your free online class Zoom link.

Tai Che
When: Every Monday, 11am–11:45am
Info:  Free class. Contact Pines Learning 
on 9842 6726 for your free online class Zoom link.

Get Fit and Tone
When: Every Tuesday, 9:30am–10:15am
Info:  Free class. Contact Pines Learning 
on 9842 6726 for your free online class Zoom link.

Yoga and Pilates
When: Every Tuesday and Thursday, 
10:30am–11:30am
Info:  Free class. Contact Pines Learning 
on 9842 6726 for your free online class Zoom link.

Yoga
When: Every Tuesday and Thursday, 
11:30am–12:30pm
Info: Free class. Contact Pines Learning on 
9842 6726 for your free online class Zoom link.

Meditation
When: Every Tuesday, 12:30pm–12:45pm
Info:  Free class. Contact Pines Learning 
on 9842 6726 for your free online class Zoom link.
 Zumba Gold (recording)
When: Every Tuesday, 10am–3pm
Info: Free class. Lower intensity beginners 
Zumba class. This casual class is pre-recorded, 
access the link within the time stated above.

Zumba Fitness (recording)
When: Every Tuesday, 12pm–5pm
Info: Free class. Go full Zumba. This energetic 
class is pre-recorded, access the link within the 
time stated above.

Chair Yoga
When: Every Tuesday, 12pm–12:45pm
Info:  Free class. Contact Pines Learning 
on 9842 6726 for your free online class Zoom link.

Strong People Stay Young
When: Every Friday, 9:30am–10:15am
Info: Free class. Chair based class to build 
strength, tone muscle and build endurance. 
Contact Pines Learning on 9842 6726 for 
your free online class Zoom link.

Other Courses
The Pines learning also offer VCAL, VET, EAL 
(English Additional Language), and Computers 
and Pathways to Employment courses.
Term 3 runs from July 13 to September 19, 
check out our June mid-month Bulletin and 
July’s Warrandyte Diary for dates, locations and 
booking information.

Click and Collect Service
When: Monday to Friday, 
10am–2pm and 3pm–6pm
Where: All Yarra Plenty Regional Libraries
Info: Use the library catalogue to order your book. 
https://www.yprl.vic.gov.au/books

Print and Collect Service
When: Monday to Friday, 11am and 3pm
Where: All Yarra Plenty Regional Libraries except 
Ivanhoe
Info: Get up to 30 black and white pages printed 
free of charge. Simply follow the instructions on 
the web link below to get your pages printed. 
www.yprl.vic.gov.au/blogs/post/print-collect/

List your course here!
Want to promote your local course, contact 
info@warrandytediary.com.au to enquire 
about free or paid listings.

what’s happening

Diligent Home Maintance
0415 130 260
Roof rejuvenation, Home restoration, 
kitchen rennovations, Carpentry, 
Welding, Tiling, Paining and more.

Hopetoun Natural Therapies
9879 0370
3/616 Park Road, Park Orchards
Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays
9am – 5pm

Eyes On Warrandyte
Optometrists
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 9am-
10am
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 9am-1pm
Consultation available Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday
See ad below for contact details

Dr Andrew Perrignon
9439 3322
General Practice
9 Luck Street, Eltham
Call for appointments.
Telehealth available
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By JANE ANNOIS
THE SHOCK came shortly after the 
Pottery Expo this year. 

No travel this year.
No Zeste French Tours. 
The first full winter in Warrandyte 

for 20 years! 
My travel business of 18 years has 

just stopped, and I have had to hunt 
out the jumpers.

The English potters, John and 
Richard, in Warrandyte for the Pottery 
Expo, flew back to the UK just in time 
for their stint in isolation, giving insight 
to the promise of our lives to come, as 
restrictions hit there first.

All those trips planned… the studio 
visits in the Loire, the gardens in 
P r o v e n c e ,  t h e  w i n e r i e s … w e l l 
everywhere, and the hikes and swims 
in Corsica, all now cancelled… no — 
postponed. 

Unscrambling the tours is possibly 
more complicated than organising 
them, and without the fun at the end. 

The disappointment was not only felt 
by me, but by all my fellow travellers, 
many from Warrandyte. 

We have moved from shock, to 
acceptance, and now to waiting, with 
a certain level of determination. 

We are all perhaps appreciating how 
fortunate we have been, and will not 
take our privilege of travelling and 
adventure for granted again. 

It is now a matter of watching the rest 
of the world from our relatively safe 
haven in Australia, we will be ready to 
resume our adventures as soon as it is 
safe to do so.

One regret is the cancellation of the 
International Academy of Ceramic’s 
conference in northern Finland. 

It would have been my first time in 
Scandinavia and my first conference 
as a new member.

But in the meantime, it’s Plan B.
I think I could call it “domestic 

productivity”. 
The sewerage is in. 

The decks have been oiled, house 
painted, broken bits fixed. 

All those jobs for which there was 
never enough time, done. 

The luxury of time, the luxury of 
being in the studio at all hours, playing, 
making new work, experimenting, has 
been almost decadent. 

Plan B is emerging as I am preparing 
for the Tasmanian Craft Fair in October 
and the Australian Open Studios 
weekend in November. 

I will start to open my home-based 
studio for sales in July. 

As restrictions begin to ease, I will 
offer small group pottery classes from 
home, no more than 3-4 people at 
a time, some wheel throwing, hand 
building, small groups allowing for 
working on individual projects.  

None of these activities have been 
possible while running tours to France, 
I am looking forward to the home-
based changes.

Locals may have noticed the ceramic 
mural in Taffy’s Hut, moved from 
the Lions Club tennis court fence, in 
preparation for the development of the 
new Lions Park. 

I am pleased to have had the time to 
repair, cement and grout so that it can 
stand proudly in its new home. 

This mural was made with Year 9 
students from Warrandyte High School 
in 2009 and is looking just as good as 
it did then, reflecting their view of the 
river and our local environment.

I have undertaken a couple of 
commissions for ceramic tiles for 
a kitchen and bathroom, and have 
enjoyed the challenge, particularly 
as the clients have been able to have 

some hands-on involvement with 
the project, making it very personal 
following their own design and style. 

Perhaps this will be a new direction, 
as I am hoping to work with others who 
are also in their domestic productivity 
mode.

Some of the most pleasurable 
moments have been the many walks 
in Warrandyte. 

I have discovered places I never 
ventured before, so close to home and 
I have lived here for 28 years. 

Every day the weather allows, it has 

been a pleasure to discover new twists 
and turns of the river, bird life and 
ancient trees. 

Many of the walks have been taken 
with my adult children and local 
friends, this time has been very special. 

As for many who are lucky enough to 
live here, there has been time to reflect 
and enjoy.

Information about classes and 
commissions:
jannois@bigpond.com

WE KNOW WE cannot trust what we 
hear all the time.

Today, our default communication 
i s  b a s e d  o n  w o r d s ,  b u t  w e 
communicate more through our 
actions and responses.

Have you ever seen a child saying 
they didn’t do it, yet their head is 
moving up and down?

Or when someone is so delighted 
with something, we see their face 
light up, their body language shows 
us their delight, and they don’t even 
need to murmur a word.

According to Professor Albert 
Mehrabian, words are only seven 
per cent, tone/pitch is 38 per cent, 
and body language is 55 per cent.

Seeing is believing
A fitting example takes place during 

a Nixon/Kennedy Presidential debate 
in the United States, in the 1960s.

W h i l e  t h e s e  d e b a t e s  a r e 
commonplace now, back then this 
was the first time one of these debates 
had been televised.

Those who listened on radio said 
Richard Nixon won, whereas those 
who watched on television said John 
F Kennedy won by a landslide.

How did both groups have a different 
perspective on the outcome?

On television, they could see body 
language.

Communication is everywhere; we 
are always giving off a message either 
by choice or by our unconscious 
actions and behaviours.

Verbalising the non-verbal
Amy Cuddy, an American social 

psychologist, speaker, writer and 
known for her promotion of a 
controversial self improvement 
technique called “power posing” said 

in her Ted Talk Your body language 
shapes who you are “our non-verbals 
govern how other people think and 
feel about us”.

So, let’s consciously consider some 
of our non-verbal communication.
• What clothes did you choose to 

wear today?
• What do your home and furniture 

say about you?
• Do you wear a watch? Smart 

Watch, plain or Rolex
• You are walking to your car 

at night, how do you walk? 
Confident, nervous, in-tune?

• You see someone talking 
in a white lab coat, do you 
automatically think they are 
an expert and trust them more 
than someone providing similar 
information in casual clothes?

Non-verbal body signs — become 
aware of how they make you feel
Arms Crossed: Could a person with 

crossed arms mean they are closed 
off, hiding something?

Maybe.
But could it also be comfortable for 

them, it can also be a self-hug
Plus, this position helps to learn; it 

crosses over the left and right brain 
hemispheres and brings them into 
sync.

Head Tilt: Why do we trust or like 
someone more when they have their 
head tilted slightly?

Even pets do it, notice how you feel.
It means the person is receptive to 

you and what you are saying, try it 
with a baby.

Lip biting: As a baby, we may like a 
pacifier, then suck the thumb, but we 
can’t do that as an adult, so it could 
relax you, you could be thinking 
about something important.

Leg Jiggling: This could reveal the 
brain is dealing with some stress.

Eye touching/blocking: In 1974 
Joe Navarro, an FBI agent, studied 
blind children.

They covered their eyes, when they 
didn’t’ like the sound of something.

If we don’t want to reveal the truth, 
we may block our eyes.

L i p s  d i s a p p e a r :  S o m e t h i n g 
is wrong if they make their lips 
disappear.  

Lips purse or move side to side: 
They may be disagreeing with what 
you are saying.

Neck touching: If someone touches 
their neck, throat area, it could 
mean uncomfortable issue raised, 
insecurities.

Loosening the collar around the 
neck:  It’s to let off steam or heat 
building within, something is wrong 
here — dig deeper.

Feet position: If their feet have 
turned away from you, they want 
to leave.

Open to interpretation
Body language is not an exact 

science, it is important to remember 
to keep it in context. 

Sometimes people are tired, not 
feeling well, or are not wanting to tell 

you something, because they don’t 
want to hurt you, or put themselves 
at risk. 

It is best to look for the clusters of 
non-verbal behaviour.

Trust your gut or intuition; also, 
our guidance system is our built-in 
survival mode.

We are defined by the way we 
communicate, and this includes 
effectively communicating with our 
body language and, like everything, 
it is a skill to be refined.

Practice this skill.

By MAREE ZIMNY

wellness

Your body speaks more than your words

Domestic productivity: There’s always a Plan B



Saturday July 4th from 8am to 1pm
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TAKING GREAT pictures of the river 
is easy.

Let’s face it; the Yarra at Warrandyte 
is drop dead gorgeous.

It’s beautiful, spiritual, moody, 
invigorating and inspiring.

It’s a place of tranquillity and serenity 
too.

The best thing about our river is the 
diversity of subject matter.

W h e t h e r  i t  b e  t h e  e t h e r e a l 
atmosphere of the early morning mist, 
the late afternoon light warming up 
the flowing curves of the water, or the 
abstract shapes of the trees and rocks.

It is usually visually inviting for a 
photographer, and the wildlife is as 
exciting as the water.

Herons,  cor morants,  par rots, 
kookaburras, magpies, and galahs all 
provide great subject matter for the 
cameras lens.

The screeching cockatoos are 
beautiful to behold as they glide 
across the water and alight on the white 
trunked trees that grow alongside the 
river.

Use a fast shutter speed to capture the 
cockys in flight.

Wombats come down to the waters 
edge to drink and platypuses bask on 
rocks in the middle of the river if you 
know where to look.

Find out and explore the possibilities, 
these are great opportunities for 
budding wildlife photographers.

So, what do you need to take 
advantage of the photographic delights 
on offer?

You will need a full range of lenses 
from wide angle to telephoto.

A wide-angle lens will help you 
to capture the river scenery and a 
telephoto lens to capture the wildlife.

A bagful of enthusiasm is your next 
requirement. 

The best asset for a landscape 
photographer is determination, the 
ability to go back to the same place 
time and time again until you take the 
money shot, I have been back to the 
same spot up to eight times to get the 
shot I wanted.

Fellow photographer Denise Illing is 
a good example of being determined.

She walks along the river on most 
mornings carrying a huge telephoto 
lens.

The result of her consistent approach 
to her photography is a stunning 
portfolio of wonderful wildlife images 
that we have featured in our new 
photographic book River of Mists.

Get up early and photograph the river 
at first light when the rising mists roll 
and swirl along the water.

Go home and look at what you have 
on your computer and go back the next 
day and do it again if you think you can 
improve the shot.

I believe you always can!
Passion is the thing to encourage 

within yourself.
Get excited, love this thing you are 

doing and take pride in the images you 
are capturing.

G e t  s o m e  c o m p r e h e n s i v e 
photographic gear together and follow 
your heart along the beautiful banks 
of the Yarra.

Stunning shots await, all you have to 
do is keep at it.

By BILL McAULEY

talking images

River photography

1. Galah on a river gum in the early 
morning sunlight. Taken with 200 ml 
telephoto, shutter speed 1000th sec with 
f5.6 aperture at 400 ISO

2. The river, opposite the Grand Hotel 
at dusk.The red sunset reflects off the 
water. The camera is on a tripod. 20 
ml lens, shutter speed 1 sec with f5.6 
aperture at 400 ISO

3. River island in the early morning mist.
Image shot from Warrandyte Bridge. 20 
ml lens, shutter speed 250th sec with f8 
aperture at 800 ISO

1. Galah on a river gum

3. River island

2. The river
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Will Coronavirus cure our Affluenza?

JOHN BATMAN and John Pascoe 
Fawkner are the co-founders of 
Melbourne, but both in physique 
and temperament you could not have 
found two more diametrically different 
people.

Batman had always been a physically 
imposing figure — he was tall, broad 
shouldered, strong, and handsome, 
whereas Fawkner was short, scrawny 
and scruffy.

However, by the time Melbourne was 
founded in mid-1835, when Batman 
was 34 and Fawkner 43, the ledger had 
been squared somewhat.

Fawkner was st i l l  diminutive 
and scruffy, but Batman was now 
facially disfigured and physically 
compromised by tertiary stage syphilis.

Batman died four years later in 1839 
and spent the last year of his life being 
trundled around in a pram.

Bat ma n  ha d  a l way s  b e e n  a n 
enthusiastic, energetic and ebullient 
character to whom many people were 
drawn.

However, many others were repelled 
and regarded him as a bombastic, 
self-aggrandising liar, who lacked any 
moral compass.

Like Batman, Fawkner was energetic, 
ambitious and courageous, but he also 
had an acid tongue.

Even his friends regarded him 
as argumentative, opinionated, 
p a t r o n i s i n g  a n d  d o w n r i g h t 
aggravating.

Whilst Fawkner often skirted the 
edges of the law in many shady 
financial dealings, Batman was much 
bolder, it is well established that 
Batman was both a swindler and 
murderer.

It is probably fair to say that whilst 
Batman’s moral failings were far 
greater than those of Fawkner, history 

remembers Batman much more 
kindly.

At the time they got to know each 
other, Fawkner was the Licensee of a 
hotel in Launceston, at which Batman 
frequently drank to excess.

Having heard that Batman belonged 
to the newly formed Port Phillip 
Syndicate, Fawkner wanted in.

Batman derisively rebuffed him and 
so earned Fawkner’s undying enmity.

Inspired by Henty’s unauthorised 
landing at Portland in November 
1834, Fawkner decided to assess 
Westernport Bay as a settlement site 
and hired a ship, the Enterprise.

When his party set sail in April, 1835, 
Batman and the Syndicate were caught 
by surprise.

Batman was immediately told to 
grab the fake treaties Gellibrand had 
drafted, take his seven Sydney Blacks, 
and get over to Port Phillip before 
Fawkner.

Batman finally left Tasmania in the 
Rebecca on May 27, 1835, and returned 
with his purportedly signed treaties 
on June 11.

He boasted: “I am the greatest land 
owner in the world” and claimed to 
have walked about 120 miles in four 
days (although suffering tertiary stage 
syphilis).

This was promptly ridiculed by 
Fawkner and others.

The surveyor in the Syndicate, John 
Helder Wedge, immediately resigned 
his government post and set off for 
Port Phillip, arriving at Geelong on 
August 7, 1835.

Whilst Wedge was surveying there, 
Fawkner’s ship docked at Melbourne 
on August 20.

This site had already been identified 
by Batman as “The place for a Village”.

Both Batman and Fawkner now laid 
claim to being Melbourne’s founder, 
with neither willing to share the 
honour with the other.

Despite Batman’s braggadocio and 
significant moral failings, more people 
warmed to him than they did to the 
vitriolic Fawkner, so Batman became 
more widely accepted as the founder.

T h i s  w a s  h e l p e d  b y  a  l a t e r 
sycophantic biography that didn’t just 

gloss over Batman’s failings, it virtually 
airbrushed them from history.

True to his acerbic nature, Fawkner 
did not let the matter rest.

He lived until 1869, 30 years after 
Batman, and devoted himself tirelessly 
to exposing him as a fraud.

Fawkner gave public lectures about 
how the morally corrupt and mortally 
ill Batman, claimed to have walked 
impossible distances in securing his 
bogus treaties with forged signatures.

Fawkner had limited success within 
his own lifetime, but gradually people 
forgot how argumentative, arrogant 
and aggravating he was, whilst at the 
same time rediscovering Batman’s 
flawed character.

So, 181 years after Batman’s death, 
his name has justifiably been removed 
from a federal electorate and Fawkner 
has been elevated to the status of co-
founder of Melbourne.

Fawkner has however had one more 
victory.

He successfully convinced the public 
that Batman’s famed meeting with 
the Woiwurrung had occurred on the 

Merri Creek at Rushall, only a couple of 
miles out of Melbourne. Fawkner had 
no proof whatsoever for this claim, but 
it stuck and is nowadays still regarded 
as fact.

There were however only two 
eyewitness accounts to this event, 
those of John Batman and William 
Barak, with both accounts being in 
fundamental agreement.

Barak said that the meeting took 
place near “Idleburg” on “Muddy 
Creek”, with this being the translated 
Aboriginal name of the Plenty River.

Batman said that after the meeting 
he returned to Melbourne by walking 
12 miles in a southwest direction and 
crossing two creeks.

Both accounts therefore place the 
famed meeting site at present day 
Greensborough on the Plenty River.

To get to Melbourne from there you 
have to travel southwest, 12 miles 
along the Plenty Road Songline and 
cross two creeks, the Darebin and the 
Merri.

AUSTRALIA’S PER CAPITA carbon 
footprint is usually among the largest 
in the world, though over the last three 
months the Coronavirus lockdown has 
caused a dramatic reduction.

With the easing of restrictions, our 
carbon emissions will rise again 
substantially.

Yet there is growing recognition that 
we should treat recovery from the 
COVID-19 crisis as an opportunity to 
reduce reliance on fossil fuels, wasteful 

consumption and unsustainable 
growth, and make our society cleaner 
and greener.

This issue is especially important 
given the need to drastically reduce 
our emissions by 2030.

According to the UN Environment 
Programme’s Emissions Gap Report 
2019, to prevent warming beyond 
1.5°C, we need to reduce emissions by 
7.6 per cent every year to 2030.

Emissions reduction is of course 
dependent on making an effective and 
urgent transition from fossil fuels to 
renewable energy sources.

Government spending aimed at 
achieving economic recovery should 
be directed at investments that 
facilitate that transition, while at the 
same time creating jobs and business 
opportunities.

Reducing emissions is also closely 
tied with reducing consumption — a 
crucial issue for affluent countries 
like Australia, whose consumption of 
resources far exceeds what ecologists 
regard as sustainable.

To reduce consumption, we need to 
make lifestyle changes.

And on this topic, I can recommend 
a favourite book that I re-read recently: 
Affluenza  by Clive Hamilton and 
Richard Denniss (Allen & Unwin, 
2005).

Affluenza (subtitled When Too 
Much Is Never Enough) is about 
overconsumption and waste in the 
Australian context, and causes us to 
question our expectations, the way 
we live, and how much we consume.

The book’s central premise is that 
Australian society, like other rich 
societies, has become addicted to 
overconsumption driven by aspiration, 
resulting in high levels of personal 
debt, overwork, stress, obesity, 
hoarding, and extensive waste.

The book examines overconsumption 
in its many forms, such as:
• Buying more food than we need, 

which then gets thrown out.
• Our demand for increasingly larger 

houses since the 1950s, while the 
average number of occupants has 
decreased.

• The purchase of household goods 
that we don’t really need.

• The popularity of large 4WDs 

despite the safety hazards they 
pose and their poor fuel economy. 

According to the authors, 

“People afflicted by affluenza 
have an insatiable desire for more 
things.

Although our desire might have 
no bounds, our capacity to use 
things is limited: there is only so 
much we can eat, wear and watch, 
and a house has only so many 
rooms we can usefully occupy.

The difference between what we 
buy and what we use is waste.”

In regard to food waste, for example, 
the authors refer to a, then recent, 
survey showing that Australians threw 
away $5.2 billion worth of food and 
drink in 2004.

The situation has not improved 
since then.

The most recent Rabobank Food 
Waste Report has found that Australians 
wasted $10.1 billion on food in 2019, 
up from $8.9 billion in 2018, making 
Australia the fourth-worst food waster 
per capita in the world.

The authors do not advocate that 
“we should build humpies and live in 
self-satisfied deprivation”, which they 
say would misconstrue the purpose 
of their book.

As they explain.

“It is not money and material 
possessions that are the root of the 
problem:  it is our attachment to 
them and the way they condition 
our thinking, give us our self-
definition and rule our lives.”

Affluenza challenges us to think 
about and avoid overconsumption, of 
which we’re all guilty to a greater or 
lesser degree — a very timely challenge 
in the wake of the Coronavirus 
upheaval as we return to the “new 
normal”.
Jeff Cranston is a member of 
local climate change action 
group WarrandyteCAN. 
If you’d like to become a climate 
change hero, join them. 
They are on Facebook at: 
facebook.com/warrandytecan

By JIM POULTER

Birrarung stories

By JEFF CRANSTON 
WarrandyteCAN
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Batman’s treaty with the Aboriginies at Merri Creek, 6th June 1835, John Wesley Burtt
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LIFE IS SLOWLY returning to a “new 
normal”.

But life has changed, relationships 
have transformed; in some cases for 
the better, in some, for the worse, and 
things are unlikely to be exactly the way 
they were.

Has the lockdown been a good or a 
bad experience for you?

Many people have experienced 
dramatic emotional turmoil during 
this period of COVID-19.

Marriages have been put under 
enormous stress ;  families  have 
experienced huge strains.

Children and adolescents have been 
denied access to their friends, causing 
anger and depression.

Living in a small space with nowhere 
to go has been frustrating.

For some, however, it has been a time 
to nurture relationships.

Couples have rekindled their love for 
one another, finding time to do things 
together.

Parents have been able to give more 
time to their children building a 
stronger and deeper understanding of 
their needs.

People have become more mindful of 
those in need, for the elderly or for their 
neighbours.

In many cases the community has 
pulled together.

It would be a wonderful world if this 
could be so for everyone, but sadly, for 
some people, having to spend time in 
close proximity with one another has 
identified differing opinions or desires.

Some couples might be experiencing 
different views on parenting or different 
views on their responsibilities.

This is often an area of imbalance 
for couples; with only one person 
generally shouldering the bulk of 
running the family, caring for children 
or elderly parents,  cooking and 
cleaning, traditionally this was a female 
responsibility, but now not uncommon 
to be a male role.

Couple counselling to improve 
communication and setting some 
mutually agreeable boundaries for 
themselves can be of huge benefit.

Couples may have found themselves 
constantly irritated with one another 
and feeling that their relationship is 
out of balance.

Research has shown that  i t  is 
important for a couple to view the 
relationship in a more “objective, dyadic 
and contextualised” way rather than 
“one-sided and blaming” [Benson, 
McGinn & Christensen (2012)].

This means being able to view 
your relationship from a different 
perspective, so that you might see 
how misunderstandings can easily 
occur, while giving one another the 
opportunity to be heard.

Intimacy may have been affected 
by not having any private time, which 
could lead to feelings of abandonment.

Or maybe the pressure to have more 
intimacy has created other feelings, 
such as emotional avoidance or the 
feeling of being used.

Perhaps during this  period of 

lockdown, you feel that your teenage 
children have ganged up on you?

You are at a loss as to how to move 
for ward constructively to bring 
harmony back into your home.

Through family counselling you 
should be able to address the concerns 
that you are experiencing, giving both 
your children, and you, a voice through 
a third party, in a safe and caring 
environment.

The first goal in family counselling 
might be to set some boundaries and 
guidelines that will benefit the whole 
family.

A second goal might be to give your 
adolescent children more responsibility 
and set some ground rules so that they 
feel respected rather than chided.

The third goal might be to address any 
risks that your young adult children may 
be taking with regard to relationships, 
alcohol or drug abuse.

Whatever your situation is, it is 
essential that you seek help and talk 
to someone about the issues that are 
affecting your life.

If you chose to see a Counsellor, it is 

important to find someone with whom 
you can create a relationship of trust; 
a good therapeutic relationship relies 
on this.

The first session in counselling is 
often an opportunity to meet and have 
a cursory discussion before committing 
to any longer-term therapy.

Remember, your mental health is 
important to you and to the people 
around you.

Stephanie Foxley is a Warrandyte 
based counsellor who offers face 
to face and online counselling 
services. Medibank, Bupa, Police 
Health Fund and Doctor’s Health 
fund accredited. Member of ACA 
and CCAA, Provisional member of 
PACFA
Mobile: 0407 921 122 
newlifehealingspace@gmail.com
Coronavirus Health Information 
Line: 1800 020 080
Beyondblue Australia: 1300 22 4636
Lifeline: (Crisis Support) 13 11 14
Headspace: (12-25) 1800 650 890
Health and Human Services: 
www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au

BY THE TIME you read this month’s 
column, you will have less than three 
weeks to take advantage of a number 
of important opportunities to reduce 
the tax payable on your 2020 income 
tax return, be it your business tax return 
or your individual tax return.

COVID-19 stimulus package — 
instant asset write-off

The income tax law was amended 
earlier this year, as part of the COVID-19 
stimulus package, to increase the cost 
threshold, for eligible businesses from 
$30,000 to $150,000, allowing eligible 
businesses to “immediately write off 
the cost of each asset that costs less than 
the threshold”.

This change to the rules is only 
available for acquisitions made 
between March 12, 2020 and June 30, 
2020.

For an asset to be eligible for this 
immediate write-off it must be first 
used for business income purposes, or 
installed and ready for use within this 
period, and the business must have an 
aggregated turnover of less than $500 
million.

Note,  the threshold for assets 
purchased between July 1, 2019 and 
March 11, 2020 is $30,000 and restricted 
to businesses with an aggregated 
turnover of less than $50 million.

Unless the law is further amended, as 
of July 1, 2020, the instant asset write-off 
threshold will revert to its original level 
of $1,000 and will only be applicable to 
businesses with an aggregated turnover 
of less than $10 million.

This is an enormous incentive for 
businesses to obtain a significant tax 
saving, and may be well worth bringing 
planned future asset investments 
forward to take advantage of the 

current, generous, threshold.
Furthermore, if you are considering 

purchasing a motor vehicle for your 
business, car dealers are offering 
significant discounts to buy before 
June 30. 

Please note: If you are contemplating 
purchasing a car at a price above the 
luxury car limit of $57,581 you can only 
claim a write-off up to that amount.

If you have been able to access the 
JobKeeper and Cash Boost COVID-19 
incentive packages, the additional 
liquidity may assist in funding asset 
purchases eligible for the instant write-
off.

Added to these incentives, business 
loan finance is currently available at 
historically low interest rates, so paying 
up to say 5 per cent per annum to save 
tax at the company rate of 27.5 per cent 
could be tempting.

No t e  t h i s  c o n c e s s i o n  i s  o n l y 
available to business entities such as 
companies, trusts, partnerships and 
sole proprietors, but only if you are 
operating a business.

Now, for a cautionary word, do 
however consider your projected cash 
flow position and don’t be tempted to 
buy an asset just for the sake of saving 
tax if it is not essential to your business.

Personal super contributions
There are three positive reasons 

to contribute funds into your super 
fund that are additional to your 
employer’s 9.5 per cent super guarantee 
contributions.

• There are significant tax savings 
available by making personal 
concessional (deductible) 
contributions up to the $25,000 cap, 
which of course includes employer 
super guarantee contributions.

• Virtually all super fund balances 
have suffered a significant reduction 
in value due to the impact of 
COVID-19 on super fund’s assets, 
yet currently, many sound long-
term financial investments are 

undervalued and are expected to 
recover in the future as many did 
after the global financial crisis.

• Many of us are significantly under-
funded for our retirement and 
need to restore value into our 
superannuation funds.

If you plan to make personal super 
contributions, you must ensure your 
contributions are credited to your fund 
account by Tuesday, June 30.

To be on the safe side, please transfer 
your contributions no later than 
Wednesday, June 24, to allow sufficient 
time for processing.

Personal concessional (deductible) 
contributions

If you are thinking of making a personal 
deductible super contribution please 
read my February and March articles 
entitled Using Super Contributions to 
Reduce Your Tax – Part A & B before 
proceeding.

These articles may be accessed on 
both the Warrandyte Diary and PTAS 
websites.

The low incomes superannuation 
tax offset (LISTO) – low income 

earners
If  at  least 10 per cent of your 

adjusted, taxable income, of up to a 
maximum of $37,000, is from business 
or employment, or a combination of 
both, the Government will make a 
contribution to your super fund of up 
to a maximum of $500.

This being an amount equal to 15 per 
cent of concessional contributions you 
have made — up to $3,333.

This amount is inclusive of employer 
super guarantee contributions, so if they 
are less than $3,333, topping up with a 
personal concessional contribution 
may be well worth while.

Because the payment goes directly 
to your super fund you need to make 
sure your fund has your tax file number 
which should be quoted on your 
member statement.

Personal non-concessional 
deductions

If you are considering making a 
personal  non-deductible  super 
contribution this financial year, please 
refer to my February 2020 article.

The Government co-contribution — 
low to middle income earners

If you are less than 71 years of age on 
June, 30, 2020 and:

• Have a total superannuation 
balance of less than $1.6 million at 
June, 30 2019 and,

• an adjusted taxable income of up to 
$53,564 this year and,

• have made non-concessional 
contributions of at least $1,000 and,

• had total income of equal to or less 
than $38,564 and,

• lodge your tax return for 2020 and,
• 10 per cent or more of your total 

income has come from employment 
related activities and or from 
carrying on a business...

You may qualify for the Government 
co-contribution to your super fund 
of up to $500, at the lower income 
threshold, tapering down to zero at the 
upper threshold.

In this instance, investing $1,000 as a 

non-concessional super contribution 
may offer a very attractive tax free rate 
of return.

Spouse contribution
If your spouse has an income of 

$40,000 or less, has less than $1.6millon 
in super and has not exceeded the 
non-concessional contributions cap 
for the year.

Then you could be kind to your spouse 
(married or de facto) and at the same 
time receive a tax offset of up to $540 
on the first $3,000 you contribute to 
your spouse’s super fund from your 
after-tax income.

The maximum tax offset applies when 
your spouse’s eligible earnings are 
below $37,000.

The maximum tax offset tapers off 
when your spouse’s income increases 
above $37,000 and reducing to zero at 
$40,000.

Claim your home office expenses
If you are entitled to claim home 

office expenses this year, make sure 
you read my April and May 2020 articles 
for a comprehensive update on how to 
maximize your home office deductions.

The content of this article is not 
intended to be relied upon as 
professional advice and should 
not be used as such.
If you have any questions you 
should consult a registered tax 
agent.
Further information on claiming 
work related expenses and the 
COVID-19 Government Assistance 
to Business and Individuals 
updated to March 30, 2020 is 
available on our website.
Brian Spurrell FCPA, CTA, 
Registered Tax Agent. 
Director, Personalised Taxation & 
Accounting Services Pty Ltd 
P O Box 143 Warrandyte 3113.
0412 011 946
www.ptasaccountants.com.au

By BRIAN SPURRELL

finance

Last minute tax tips — urgent reading

By STEPHANIE FOXLEY 
MCouns, MACA

mental health

Where has the COVID-19 lockdown left you?
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By JAMES POYNER
ON MAY 12, the Victorian Deputy 
Chief Health Officer (Environment), 
Doctor Angie Bone, issued a health 
advisory regarding the picking of wild 
mushrooms.

The advisory follows a number 
of hospitalisations and a potential 
fatality, during the first two weeks of 
May, due to people picking and eating 
poisonous mushrooms

As reported in The Age on May 13, 
eight people were hospitalised, five 
of which were admitted to intensive 
care, with symptoms of mushroom 
poisoning.

A man in his 70s has also died, 
although it is unclear whether this 
was due to the ingestion of poisonous 
mushrooms or to underlying health 
conditions.

Regardless, the advice from the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services(DHHS) is clear, unless you 
are an expert, do not pick and eat wild 
mushrooms in Victoria and if you 
suspect you, or someone you know has 
eaten a poisonous mushroom, seek 
immediate medical treatment.

There are a number of common 
misconceptions that  there are 
ways you can test and prepare wild 
mushrooms to determine whether 
or not a mushroom is poisonous, the 
DHHS advise that this is not the case.

DHSS state there is no home test 
available to distinguish safe and edible 
mushrooms from poisonous ones 
and that cooking, peeling or drying 
poisonous mushrooms does not 
inactivate the poison.

Recent heavy rains have seen vast 
numbers of poisonous mushrooms 
growing in the wild, such as Death 
Caps and Yellow-staining Mushrooms.

For a number of years, there has been 
an increasing trend in foraging for wild 
mushrooms.

This trend was first highlighted by 
the Diary in July, 2016, following 
a Facebook post  about people 
trespassing on private property to 
forage for wild mushrooms.

At the time, the Diary interviewed a 
number of experienced local pickers, 
and experts, to talk about the trend and 
the inherent dangers, exerts from those 
interviews have been reproduced here.

Foraging for mushrooms is fraught 
with dangers, there are many species 
of mushroom growing in Victoria and 
not all of them are edible but not all of 
them will kill you.

A Warrandyte resident, who wished 
to remain anonymous explained why 
Death Caps are often mistakenly 
thought to be edible.

“When they [Death Caps] get old 
they get a greenish shine to them but 

when they are young they look like 
the mushrooms you buy in the shops.

“They kill you about six days after 
eating them and there is nothing you 
can do.

“You get sick, you get better, you get 
sick again and there is nothing you 
can do.

“Your kidneys are shot, your liver is 
shot, you’re dead,” they said.

This does not apply to all species of 
poisonous mushroom but the resident 
believes that this black or white view 
of “eat the wrong mushrooms and you 
die” may help quell the public interest 
in mushroom picking.

“The stigma is probably a good 
thing because it deters a lot of people 
who don’t know what they are doing, 
but there is a huge bit of grey in the 
middle,” they said.

Jonathan MacGibbon, from Selby, 
runs a small internet-based business 
ca l l e d  ‘S e l by  Sh ro o m s’  w h i c h 
specialises in the selling of edible wild 
mushrooms.

Jonathan agreed to an interview 
about wild mushrooms in Victoria.

“There are probably about 12 or 
15 known species of edible wild 
mushroom… a lot  of  them are 
introduced species or have come over 
with settlers… [these species] have 
a history or European consumption 
so we know they are edible,” said 
Jonathan.

Although we should be encouraging 
a lifestyle which is more harmonious 
with the environment and makes 
use of local produce — such as wild 
mushrooms — when they are in 
abundance, the world is currently 
experiencing a major health crisis, 
and we all need to do our part to stay 
healthy and not put any unnecessary 
strain on the health system.

No t  a l l  w i l d  mu s h ro o m s  a re 
poisonous and freshly picked, edible 
wild mushrooms are a joy to eat, but 
the poisonous ones can make you very 
sick, or even kill you.

If you are not an expert, but are 

interested in trying edible wild 
mushrooms, then unless you know 
an expert who regularly picks and 
eats wild mushrooms, your best bet is 
to buy from a supplier such as Selby 
Shrooms’.

The original  stor y Mushroom 
Mayhem was first printed in the July 
2016 Warrandyte Diary and can be 
found on the Diary websirte.

A fantastic fungus world
There are thousands of species of 

fungus, and the recent wet weather 
has prompted many species to poke 
through the damp ground.

Fungi form an important symbiotic 
relationship with their environment 
and are a stunning visual counterpoint 
to the often grey/green/brown 
Warrandyte bush.

For your visual pleasure, we have 
reproduced photos of local funguses 
here.

Photos courtesy of Andrew Francis 
and the Warrandyte Nature Facebook 
Page.
If you suspect you or someone 
you know has eaten a poisonous 
mushroom, call  the Victorian 
Poisons Information Centre on 
13 11 26

Fungus foraging: a cautionary tale

By DAVID HOGG
W A R R A N D Y T E  C o m m u n i t y 
Association (WCA) is on a mission to 
identify and record the big old trees in 
Warrandyte, particularly Manna Gums, 
but other natives also.

They are falling or being blown down 
at a rate of knots.

Sadly, many are being cut down by 
residents unaware of their importance.

Big old trees are very important 
habitats for a diversity of birds, plants, 
fungi, insects and wildlife.

The most obvious are parrots nesting 
in the holes where branches have 
fallen off.

But a tree is an ecosystem in its 
own right and a big tree is a hugely 
important non-renewable resource, in 
a 200-year time frame at least!

Dick Davies from WCA tells the 
Diary “It’s easy to get an idea of age by 
measuring diameter at breast height 
according to an Australian Standard.

“However, that only gives a rough 
guide.

“For example, a diameter of 100 cm 
would indicate a minimum age of 100 
years, but it could be longer.

“Consequently, we need to know the 
so-called ‘growth-factor’ for trees in 

Warrandyte; for example, if the growth 
factor for our 100cm diameter tree is 
0.5, then it is 200 years old.”

WCA would like to hear from readers 
if they have old photos of trees which 
are still around which can be an 
indication of age; or maybe if they 
know when a tree was planted by them 
or an earlier relative.

It will still be rough, but a better 
estimate than diameter alone.

These trees have survived maybe 
200–300 years.

The Manna Gum in the photo in the 
State Park at Pound Bend is 143cm in 
diameter which means it is at least 
143 years old but could be as old as 
300–400!

Dick would also like important 
trees to be exempt from compulsory 
bushfire clearance regulations and 
from the elective 10/30 and 10/50 
clearance rules.
If you have any old photos of big 
native trees, or any knowledge as 
to when existing big natives were 
planted, do please get in touch with 
WCA at info@warrandyte.org.au.

Tree register
Meanwhile, Warrandyte Historical 

Society (WHS), who are totally 

committed to any measures to preserve 
our old eucalypts and significant trees, 
are seeking input from our readers 
about important trees in Warrandyte 
you believe should be included on the 
Significant Tree Register.

Valerie Polley, Secretary WHS, tells 
us: “There are only few trees on the 
register and even the Elms opposite 
the community centre, such a stunning 
streetscape element, are not included.

The Historical Society would consider 
any species of tree to be included on 
the register, indigenous and exotic 
alike.

“We are looking at all trees worthy 
of protection, whether for size, 
contribution to the landscape, historic 
connection or whatever,” Valerie said.

“We have been concerned for years 
about the loss of the old eucalypts 
along the riverbanks whether at Pound 
Bend or in the township.

“They have no specific protection, 
have not been photographed or 
recorded, and each severe weather 
event brings further loss.”

If you have any views on significant 
trees for inclusion or any photos, 
do please get in touch with WHS at 
secretary@whsoc.org.au

Quantifying our magnificent, significant trees

Photo: Dick Davies measures large Manna Gum at Pound Bend

Yellow-staining Mushroom
Image courtesy Royal Botanical 
Gardens Victoria

Death Cap
Image courtesy Royal Botanical 
Gardens Victoria
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IT’S BEEN A difficult couple of months 
— a difficult year.

And as June begins, it brings a new 
level of unrest in the world.

We need the peace of the garden 
more than ever.

I was listening to the Black Eyed 
Peas and the lyrics of the song Where 
is the Love.

A song that is now 10 years old.
A song that provokes thought. 
What happened to the love and the 

values of humanity?
(Where’s the love)
What happened to the love and the 

fairness and equality?
(Where’s the love)
Instead of spreading love we’re 

spreading animosity
...we should be spreading seeds — 

and love — and peas.
Peas, beans, broad beans, lentils, 

peanuts, French beans, soybeans, and 
broad beans are called “leguminous 
plants” and they belong to the 
Fabaceae family.

They are a great staple for the 
vegetable garden with the whole 
group providing a wonderful source 
of protein coupled with plenty of 
valuable fibre.

An interesting characteristic of 
legumes is that they bear their seed in 
pods that split down both sides when 
they are ripe.

Legumes are one of the oldest of all 
vegetable crops, having been grown in 
Ancient Egypt.

Peas are a cool climate crop that 
fruits through winter and spring.

You probably should have them 
planted already, but it is not too late.

Peas can be sown in Melbourne from 
March through until late August.

If you plant them now they will grow 
slowly but they will also be stronger 
and will produce a large crop over 
spring and summer.

You can plant seeds directly into the 
ground or pea seedlings are available 
in punnets from your local nursery.

Usually planting from seed will give 
you a better result.

The seeds are large, easy to handle 
and usually germinate within a week 
of planting.

If you plant seeds directly into the 
soil be careful the soil is not too wet 
as they can rot if it is too wet over the 
winter.

If drainage is poor, then planting 
seeds into mounds of soil will give 
better results.

They do not like the frost either so 
plant them in a protected corner of 
the garden or throw an old hessian 
sack over them when frost is predicted.

Remember though that peas need a 
good six hours of sun per day and need 
protection from damaging winds too.

I like tying bamboo stakes together 
to make a teepee for the peas to climb 
up, but I also have an A frame of wire 
which does just as well.

Even twine attached to vertical 
stakes will do the trick, for this sort of 
planting, plant 3–4 seeds at the base 
of each pole.

The seeds only need to be planted 
under 2cm of soil so do not plant too 
deep.

Peas don’t need a lot of fertiliser — 
just a sprinkle of all-purpose organic 
fertiliser when the pods are forming 
which is generally 10 weeks after 
planting.

I love watching their searching 
stretching tendrils reaching out for 
the supports.

It is a marvel to me.
A handful of a complete slow release 

fertilizer will see them through to the 
end of their fruiting period in spring.

Powdery Mildew is a problem often 
encountered with legumes.

It is a white fungus that attacks the 
leaves and pods.

It can usually be controlled by 
spraying the leaves and stems with 
one part milk that has been diluted 
with nine parts water.

It is important to harvest the 

pods every two or three days as this 
stimulates the plant to produce more 
pods that will be tender and succulent.

Pea straw bales are an alternative 
way to create vegetable beds.

I saw these at the Melbourne Garden 
show a couple of years ago and loved 
the idea. 

Where you actually dig out a hole in 
the pea straw bale fill it up with soil 
and plant directly into it.

For a productive vegetable garden, 
pea straw, as an organic mulch, will 
nourish and enrich the soil as it breaks 
down.

You will apply it in a layer about 10 
centimetres thick, but be careful not 
to spread it too close to stems as this 
may cause rotting. 

Pea straw mulch is an easy way to 
mulch the beds.

The bales are generally wrapped in 
plastic to keep them dry.

They are easily stored in a corner 
of the garage until you need them, 
and they are easily moved around 
the garden as they perfectly fit in the 
wheelbarrow.

Chickens LOVE pea straw, so make 
sure you protect your gardens from 
their scratching feet.

Leguminous plants add nitrogen to 
the soil as they grow.

Often you would follow the year’s 
pea or bean crop with a crop that 
likes lots of nitrogen such as spinach 
or silver beet.

This will reduce the need for fertiliser.
This is called crop rotation.
After the spinach and silver beet 

have been harvested perhaps grow 
carrots.

A plant to look into for spring 
planting is the scarlet runner bean—
its common name is a butter bean or 
lima bean.

It is grown both as a food plant and 
an ornamental plant with stunning 
“scarlet” flowers.

And then who can forget sweet 
peas... but they are both for another 
article, as they don’t need planting 
until October.

Peas on Earth please.

By KATHY GARDINER

gardening

Peas on earth

By JAMES POYNER
NILLUMBIK COUNCIL is highlighting 
the presence of Queensland Fruit Fly 
(QFF) in the shire and have released 
a series of informative videos to help 
residents identify and manage the 
invasive pest.

With the ability to lay up to 100 eggs 
per day and only a 14 day lifecycle 
from insemination to fully grown 
adult, an unchecked and uncontained 
population of  QFF can have a 
devastating impact on fruit growers, 
whether they have one small tree 
on their balcony or are large-scale 
commercial operations.

The three informative videos 
produced by Nillumbik Council cover 
how to identify, monitor and trap QFF.

Agriculture Victoria also have a 
comprehensive guide to managing 

QFF in your garden.
Popular, locally grown fruit which is 

known to host QFF includes apples, 
lemons, limes, strawberries and 
tomatoes.

The complete list of QFF host fruits 
is available on the Agriculture Victoria 
website which lists around 80 species 
of fruit known to host QFF.

The fruit flies are active in spring, 
when sunset temperatures exceed 16 
degrees centigrade and remain active 
over summer and autumn.

QFF have also been known to survive 
winter by taking refuge in sheltered 
areas such as buildings and trees.

While the fruit fly may not be a threat 
to your fruit at the moment, this quiet 
time in their annual cycle is the perfect 
time to take stock and prepare for the 
forthcoming fruit fly season.

Right now, there are a number of 
steps anyone who grows fruit, on 
whatever scale, should be taking to 
reduce the risk of QFF:
• Prune host plants regularly to a 

manageable height — so all the 
fruit can be easily picked and the 
trees can be netted with exclusion 
netting if need be.

• Harvest all ripe fruit and “fruiting 
vegetables” from the host plants 
before it has a chance to fall onto 
the ground (fruiting vegetables 
includes tomatoes, chillies, 
capsicums, eggplants, et cetera).

• Collect fallen fruit immediately and 
dispose of it in the general waste 
(not compost).

• Suspect infested fruit needs to be 
treated (cooked or frozen) before 
disposal.

• Remove your unwanted or 
unmanaged host plants — 
including blackberries and 
unmanageable ornamental fruiting 
plants.

• Carefully examine the fruit for 
pests and diseases before sharing 
and swapping fruit with friends.

• Movement of fruit from place to 
place is how pests and diseases are 
most commonly spread. 
Avoid transporting any fresh 
produce into the area from known 
QFF areas such as northern 
Victoria, NSW, and QLD. 
This prevents new incursions.

• Prepare and deploy (when 
appropriate) traps, and bait spray. 
These are available commercially 
or you can make your own.

As with most environmental hazards, 
be they fruit fly, deer or bushfire — 
knowledge and preparation is key.

Visit the Participate Nillumbik 
website (see below) for information 
on how to identify and deal with 
Queensland Fruit Fly.

There is also a form which allows you 
to log any known instances of QFF in 
Nillumbik.

If you have identified QFF on your 
produce, fill out the form, as it will help 
inform Council on dealing with any 
QFF outbreaks in the shire.

Nillumbik takes the fight to the fruit fly

For more information visit: 
participate.nillumbik.vic.
gov.au/qff
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
Environment/Pest-animals
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By NIETA MANSER

education

By AMANDA CALLAWAY
IT IS WITH great sadness that the 
Anderson’s Creek school community 
farewells a much-loved teacher, 
colleague and friend, Natasha Rankin.

After a brave battle with cancer, 
Natasha passed away in May, 
peacefully in her sleep with loved 
ones by her side.

Natasha was a loved and highly 
regarded member of the school 
community for four years and her 
presence will be greatly missed.

She was known as a teacher who 
always put her students’ needs above 
her own.

Natasha worked hard to address 
each individual child’s needs to 
bring out their best and held her high 
expectations and strong work ethic 
right till the end.

She was an invaluable member of 
the staff who had a special knack for 
analysing data, loved to have fun, 
and exuded generosity and kindness 
every day.

Colleague, Sarah Bailey, shared 
about her close friend.

“ S h e  h a s  s o w n  s e e d s  o f 
significant self-belief for students and 
shown  the  importance and power 

of  respectful behaviour towards 
others.

“She imparted the  usefulness 
of critical data analysis and inspired 
others  to   face adversi ty  w ith 
authenticity,  a generous heart and 
a positive outward-focused attitude.”

The news str uck the school 
community deeply and it  was 
beautiful to see people reaching 
out to each other for support at this 
difficult time.

In the landscape of remote learning, 
sharing the news and grieving 
together has been particularly 
challenging.

Members of staff spoke directly with 
students and families — through 
phone calls and Google Meet — that 
had worked directly with Natasha 
over the past couple of years.

Students are wanting to mark her 
passing with a memorial service, to be 
held when all students have returned 
to school.

School Captain, Ruby, has begun 
thinking about arranging a service, 
including speeches and flowers of 
Natasha’s favourite colour.

“We could have a service where 
we remember Miss Rankin for her 

kindness and celebrate her life,” said 
Ruby.

It is also being arranged for a tree to 
be planted by the school captains in 
her memory.

Discussions are taking place to 
arrange a Grade 6 Graduation Award 
in Natasha’s honour.

The award will keep Ms Rankin’s 
memory alive at ACPS and promote 
many of her endearing qualities.

ACPS comes together to celebrate 
the life of Natasha Rankin

Natasha Che (nee Rankin) Keightley 
26th August 1985 – 6th May 2020

THE COMMUNITY that exists within a 
school has always played an important 
role in a child’s experiences and 
learning outcomes.

The relationship between school and 
family is often defined by the way a 
school communicates school activity 
and event information to parents/
guardians.

Pre COVID-19, the responsible adult 
was encouraged to be involved in their 
child’s education via parent/teacher 
conferences, reports, surveys and 
extracurricular activities such as school 
productions and science nights.

But ultimately, unless you were 
on the school council or involved 
in fundraising, the nuts and bolts of 
teaching your child was left to the 
teacher.

Enter COVID-19, and we find that 
the strong communication and focus 

on wellbeing of students, throughout 
the remote learning space, has 
built stronger bonds and a greater 
understanding of the complexities of 
both teaching and raising children.

As teachers became involved in the 
day-to-day lives of families through 
remote teaching, they looked at the 
child through a slightly different lens 
and came to know more about their 
student’s life.

Through this greater understanding, 
a greater empathy and respect evolved 
for the many families doing it tough or 
just trying their very best in difficult 
circumstances.

It has been one common goal that 
drew parents and teachers closer 
together; the student’s best interests 
and needs.

Parents took seriously their role as 
educator and in turn were forced to 
learn new practices and skills in a very 
short period of time.

They’ve learned new terms such as 
explicit teaching, phonemic awareness 
and that addition and subtraction is 
taught completely differently to the 

way it was when they grew up.
They watched their child learn — and 

if they were lucky — even got to see that 
“ah ha” moment that teachers love to 
see when something finally clicks for 
a child.

Parents witnessed firsthand the hard 
work and dedication that goes into high 
quality teaching.

Te a c h e r s  f i l m e d  t h e m s e l v e s 
delivering mini lessons, conducted 
online conferences, and even made 
regular phone calls home for students 
with limited internet access.

These actions demonstrated to many 
families the dedication that schools 
have for their children.

Teachers have always worked hard 
for their students, but these last few 
months have ignited a passion in 
many, and they pushed themselves to 
quickly adopt new practices and build 
ICT skills in a phenomenally short 
period of time.

Teachers rose to the challenge, 
finding new ways to keep students 
engaged at home, and delivering 
authentic learning tasks through 

careful planning, communication and 
coordination with parents and carers.

Schools surveyed and adjusted 
practices based on feedback from 
families.

They created Learning Hubs, online 
school assemblies, virtual classrooms, 
videoed lesson instructions, hand 
delivered learning packs, and set up 
digital student learning portfolios.

It was all done in the space of days, 
not months and the results were to 
ignite enthusiasm in all stakeholders.

It wasn’t easy, and it was certainly 
very tiring for all involved, but the 
connections made were so strong 
that many schools are now asking 
themselves what can they do to 
maintain these new relationships upon 
returning to face-to-face teaching.

Can they keep some of the practices 
that came from remote learning and 
build on the bonds and new knowledge 
that school communities have gained 
this term?

The question is an important one, 
a review conducted by the Youth 
Research Centre at  Melbourne 

University  found that  parental 
engagement in learning, and the 
atmosphere towards learning in the 
home, is the greatest lever for children’s 
achievement.

In fact, Building Resilience in Children 
and Young People, a report written 
for the Department of Education and 
Early Childhood Development found 
that fostering strong relationships with 
families is critical.

“There is strong evidence that 
parental involvement in schooling 
and in student learning makes a 
significant difference to educational 
achievement and student wellbeing 
outcomes.”

The increased connections between 
parent and teacher is something 
positive to have come from a unique 
and very difficult situation.

It will take careful consideration and 
planning to capture all that good work 
but is an opportunity too good to be 
wasted.

By SUSAN FOREMAN
ANDERSON’S CREEK Primary School 
is among 78 schools to share in $5.94 
million of Planned Maintenance 
Program (PMP) funding to help 
address their maintenance.

Member for Eastern Metropolitan 
Region Sonja Terpstra announced 
Andersons Creek Primary School 
will get $145,000 for high priority 
maintenance works on the school’s 
Shelter in Place building.

These works will be delivered by the 
Victorian School Building Authority on 
behalf of the school.

“Warrandyte schools do everything 
possible to get the most out of their 
students, so it is wonderful news that 
they are among the schools set to share 
in this maintenance funding,” said Ms 
Terpstra.

The school will also receive $25,000 for 
high priority maintenance, including 
ceiling repairs, floor repairs, lighting 
repairs, painting, repairing soffits, 

roofing repairs, securing switchboards 
and surface treatments.

The PMP provides funding for vital 
maintenance activities based on need.

ACPS Principal, Sue Dyos told the 
Diary she is delighted that the school 
will be receiving the funding.

“The funding will ensure our shelter 
in place (performing arts centre) is 
maintained to the highest possible 
standard and ensure we contine to 
provide a safe and secure building for 
our students in the event of a bushfire.”

A new evaluation system was put in 
place in 2018 to provide more precise 
information on the condition of school 
infrastructure to create timely and 
targeted allocation of PMP funding.

Minister for Education James Merlino 
said “this investment in Warrandyte 
is about making sure all Victorian 
schools are well maintained and safe, 
so students learn in the best possible 
environment.

An unintentional consequence of remote learning

ACPS get funding to 
improve bushfire safety

By MIKAELA FALL
ON MAY 26, VCE students returned 
to face-to-face learning at school after 
weeks of Remote Learning from home.

Teachers at Warrandyte High School 
were so excited to welcome back our 
amazing Year 11 and 12 students, a 
special morning tea was put on just for 
the returning VCE students!

Throughout the Remote Learning 
period, the VCE students (as did all 
students at Warrandyte High) showed 
great resilience and initiative.

In addition to checking in with 
students daily, teachers also organised 
several online Teachers Vs Students 
quizzes.

It was a wonderful way teachers 

further boosted a sense of connection 
with their students during the period 
of isolation.

And with a $20 voucher up for grabs, 
the competition was intense.

Year 12 students and staff piled into a 
Google Meet at the assigned time ready 
to quiz, but not without teachers and 
students showcasing their pets first!

The quiz started and the students 
quickly learnt they were going to be on 
the back foot as most of the questions 
were about the teachers!

Very sneaky and clever, no?
For example: 
“Which teacher grew a rat tail during 

remote learning?” 
“Which teacher declares M&Ms as 

his/her favourite snack?” 

These were some of the challenging 
questions the students faced!

The Warrandyte High School Student 
captains, Caitlyn and Brooke, in 
response, challenged the teachers to a 
follow up Students Vs Teachers Quiz via 
Google Meet and unsurprisingly, those 
quiz questions were predominately 
about students!

In a time of isolation and remote 
learning from home, the virtual online 
Teachers Vs Students quizzes were fun 
and certainly boosted the students’ 
morale and sense of connection with 
the school! 

All this and then a morning tea 
welcome back for students with 
enormous muffins and tea/coffee!

WHS welcomes back VCE students!
By CLEM H. (age 11)
DURING THIS TERM’S learning at 
home, our Art teacher, Eliza, gave us 
the challenge of creating an artwork 
using sticks wrapped in yarn.

They could be made into hangings 
or sculptures.

I decided to turn mine into a tree.
I love woodwork, so I got the idea 

to drill holes into a piece of wood, 
and then put the yarn wrapped 
sticks into the holes to make a tree.

I raided Mum’s wool stash and 
our art and craft cupboard and 
found felt, paper magic clay, glue 
and paint.

We live on a bush block, so it was 
easy to find the sticks!

I like Art at Warrandyte Primary 
School, especially when Eliza helps 
us learn how to do a big art project 
that takes many weeks.

I am really looking forward to 
getting back to school.

A few things have been good about 
learning at home, like sleeping in 
a bit longer, going for long walks, 
and bike rides, and seeing my dogs 
all the time.

But, I am really looking forward to 
seeing all of my friends when I get 
back to school.

Art class gets creative
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By TRACEY MAILE
ONLINE LEARNING or “Learning 
from Home” was undoubtedly a huge 
challenge for teachers, parents and 
students in Term 2.

As the students and teachers at 
Warrandyte Primary School began 
returning to campus, many reflected 
on what was achieved over the past 
two months.

English and maths
C o re  l i t e ra c y  a n d  n u m e ra c y 

continued to be the focus for most, 
but teachers had to find different ways 
to deliver that content and engage with 
students remotely.

Many students were asked to 
complete a daily diary or wellbeing 
journal.

This task had two purposes.
Not only was this a way to help 

students maintain the habit of writing 
every day and give them a personal 
record of their experience during the 
COVID-19 shutdown, a time capsule 
of experiences they can reflect on 
in decades to come, but it also gave 
parents a chance to monitor what their 
children were thinking and feeling.

Light fantastic
Science in Term 2 is all about light, 

where it comes from, how it travels, and 
how to block and reflect it.

Teacher Jenny McDonell told the 
Diary how surprised she was to see, not 
only her students, but their younger 
siblings engage with the home learning 
assignments.

“It just goes to show how hands-
on science engages children of all 
ages and how they can grasp the 
fundamentals of a scientific enquiry.”

Spacebound
With 2020 being both the 90th 

anniversary of the discovery of Pluto 
and the 30th anniversary of the Hubble 
Space Telescope, Maths students had 

to do a research project about Pluto as 
a topic of enquiry.

Students conducted research, built 
scale models and were allowed to 
present their research any way they 
wanted.

Some using PowerPoint (including 
hyperlinks) and another used Prezzi, 
some built models to represent 
different aspects of their learning, and 
two students used the Quizizz website 
to turn their research into an online 
quiz for their classmates.

Ms McDonell spoke about the value 
in learning by trial and error and 
the enhanced skillset this method of 
learning has equipped the students 
with.

“Students had specific tasks to work 
on, but were given free choice in how 
to present them.

“The shutdown gave them time to 
play around with different electronic 
formats, or to make 3D models, without 
the pressure of hard deadlines and 
fitting in around a normal school day.

“They had time to go through the 
natural process of trial and error when 
trying different things.

“We made suggestions and gave 
options, but ultimately it was up to 
each student.

“Many of them are coming out of 
this shutdown with a whole new set of 
skills, I’ve been really surprised at the 
level of engagement and creativity,” 
said Ms McDonell.

Lunchtime Quizizz
The daily lunchtime Japanese Quizizz 

were very popular.
WPS student, George (11) told the 

Diary how much he enjoyed playing 
the games.

“It was great to log on every day to 
play a brand new quiz.

“We got competitive with our other 
classmates trying to see who could get 
the best score.

“I learned lots of new vocabulary 

since we got to play the games every 
day.

“Whenever I saw that red X, I made 
a note to remember it because I might 
get that same question in a redemption 
question, and because I really wanted 
100 per cent in the next round.

“In the second round there were 
almost always double the scores 
because people remembered what 
they got wrong.”

At least two families admitted they 
used the daily lunchtime Japanese 
Quizizz games as an incentive for 
their child to finish the rest of their 
class work.

Embracing a home learning 
methodology

For 8-year-old Dan, the best parts of 
online learning were the PE, Arts and 
cooking tasks.

The worst part was his mum being 
such a hard taskmaster.

“She wouldn’t let me have enough 
breaks at all,” complained Dan.

“But I really enjoyed the PE popcorn 
push up challenge and the burpees, as 
well as the Artcycle task where we had 
to create something out of recycled 
materials, and I got to use a sewing 
machine at my dad’s work.

“The best Japanese assignment 
was making Kyaraben, character 
bento lunch boxes, and I learnt more 
Japanese in the Quizizz,” said Dan.

With Anzac Day occurring during the 
shutdown, many students throughout 
Australia and New Zealand were 
happily engaged in making Anzac 
Biscuits.

Amongst WPS students, there was 
plenty of maths discussion going on 
in homes where doubling, or tripling, 
of weights and measures was required 
in order to make a bigger batch of 
biscuits.

Students were then challenged to 
research a family meal or a treat to cook 
for their family in the last few weeks of 

shutdown.
They needed to research a recipe, 

create a shopping list of ingredients 
and quantities, then do the actual 
cooking and document it.

This was just one way in which 
students could be challenged to link 
their reading, writing and maths skills 
and utilise them in a real-life situation.

For many, this was the first time that 
they had attempted to cook for their 

families.
Students were also given the 

opportunity to research the origins 
of May Day (May 1) and Mother’s 
Day around the world, and to create 
something special for Mum.

While there were any number of 
fascinating presentations, perhaps our 
favourite was the family who created 
their own Maypole to celebrate May 
Day, and then danced around it.

Online Learning — the kids’ perspective
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By JOSH HUNTLY
WHEN PL AY RESUMES at the 
Warrandyte Tennis Club it will 
be under the glint of their newly 
refurbished clubroom deck, which 
is nearing completion.

The COVID-enforced break in 
play has allowed the club’s “decking 
project” to proceed at full speed after 
rotting segments of the clubroom 
decks and staircases began to pose 
accessibility issues.

The works themselves will see the 
previous timber decking replaced 
with sturdier Modwood material 
while the supports and stairs will be 
replaced with galvanised steel.

A project two years in the making, 
the refurbishment was slated to 

commence in January, but delays 
pushed the start date back, and by that 
time community sport and its related 
activities had come to a complete halt 
courtesy of Coronavirus.

However, the period of suspended 
play presented an opportunity to 
get works underway and a late-April 
delivery of steel is currently being 
put to use, with an eye to finish the 
project in early June.

W TC President  Tony Neil  is 
pleased with the current works and 
is appreciative of the efforts of several 
parties to complete the project, 
including committee member, 
Andrew Pattenden, who is in charge 
of the club’s maintenance.

“Andrew is such a calm, quiet 

achiever.
“He has worked tirelessly in the 

background to get this project 
underway.

“He is to be commended for his 
dogged determination,” Tony said.

The club also received financial 
s u p p o r t  w h e n  W a r r a n d y t e 
Community Bendigo Bank pitched in 
to help the project to its completion, 
continuing the bank’s local support 
for Warrandyte’s sporting clubs.

“The Tennis Club was sponsored 
to the tune of $5,000 from the 
Warrandyte Community Bank.

“They have been a regular supporter 
of the club and we would not have 
been able to achieve so much without 
them,” said Tony.

Tennis clubrooms get smashing facelift

By SANDI MILLER
PLANNING FOR THE final stages of 
the bicycle path to connect Warrandyte 
to the Main Yarra Trail is underway.

Manningham Council is currently 
planning for a new shared bicycle path 
to connect Pound Road to Taroona 
Avenue in Warrandyte, with a final leg 
taking the path from Warrandyte High 
School to the junction with the Main 
Yarra Trail at Beasley’s Nursery.

Angelo Kourambas, Director City 
Planning and Community told the 
Diary, the path would complete 
the Main Yarra Trail connection to 
Warrandyte.

“This was identified as one of the 
top 10 trail connections in the Eastern 
Regional Trails Strategy 2018, which 
Manningham is a partner Council,” Mr 
Kourambas said.

He  s a i d  i t  i s  a l s o  C o u n c i l ’s 
commitment to deliver key objectives 
of the Manningham Bicycle Strategy 
2013.

However, locals have safety concerns 
over the chosen route for the Pound 
Bend to Taroona Avenue.

The proposed alignment of the 
new shared path includes a new off-
road shared path and an on-road 
trail connection along an existing 
service lane, located off Heidelberg-

Warrandyte Road ending at West End 
Road.

Residents who reside along the 
Heidelberg Road service lane are 
unhappy that the path will bring large 
numbers of bicycles along their narrow 
service lane.

Dr Abdul Qader, contacted the Diary 
on behalf of the residents after they 
received a letter from Manningham 
City Council regarding the bike trail 
extension.

“The residents of the service road 
totally reject this plan, mainly on safety 
grounds.

In a letter, signed by all the residents 
along the service road, which was sent 
to the Manningham Council Planning 
Department, the residents outlined 
their objections.

“Our service road will be subject 
to accident/collisions if this goes 
ahead.

Our driveways are built in such 
a way that we have to reverse 
our cars to go out and with bikes 
it would definitely become too 
hazardous.

So our driveways would have to 
be redesigned if this plan stands, if 
so who would bear the cost?”

MP Ryan Smith spoke to Council on 
the residents’ behalf and received the 

following statement from Council:
“The roadway itself is a quiet 

Council owned service lane that 
currently facilitates vehicles, 
pedestrians and cyclists.

Having said that, Council 
acknowledges that the service lane 
could be improved with such works 
potentially incorporated into the 
project scope.

Council will consider all 
submissions before confirming 
next steps with the community.

This is only a conceptual 
alignment at this stage.

Council will ensure resident 
concerns have been considered 
and where appropriate, changes 
can be made to strengthen the 
design.”

The group has suggested keeping the 
path on the main road, rather than on 
the service road, or to reroute the path 
along Pound Road to the riverside.

“The latter option would serve better 
as all bike riders would enjoy the 
Warrandyte scenic beauty rather than 
our residential houses,” the residents’ 
letter stated.

Dr Qader said the residents were not 
rejecting the whole plan.

“The overall scheme is plausible, 
but the diversion from the main 

road to our service road is absolutely 
unacceptable when there are a couple 
of alternatives available,” he said.

Mr Kourambas said Council is 
currently assessing feedback received 
from local residents on the proposed 
alignment of this section of the trail. 

“The detailed design process for the 
proposed on-road trail connection 
would consider safety for all road 
users including cyclists, pedestrians 
and motorists along with resident 
feedback,” he said. 

Mr Kourambas said a final detailed 
design for the trail connection is 
anticipated to be completed during 
2020/21 and works on the path are 
planned for 2021/22.

The completed trail should eventually 
join into another proposed bike path 
to extend the Yarra River trail from 
Taroona Reserve, up Taroona Avenue.

The Taroona Avenue extension was 
originally planned in 2018, however 
this seems to have been shelved for 
the moment.

Bike path plans put residents in a spin
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By SHANE HARROP
Principal, Warranwood PS
ALL WARRANWOOD Primary School 
community members were delighted 
to have their brand-new running track 
open just in time for the return of the 
Prep, Year 1 and Year 2 students.

The opportunity to redevelop this 
fantastic community resource has been 
made possible by the State Government 
Pick My Project grant of $200,000, 
awarded a year and half ago.

The entire area has been completely 
modernised and made far safer 
with brand new retaining walls and 
drainage, durable fencing and a totally 
new modern playing field surface 

design.
It’s an incredible facility that will 

benefit  our whole surrounding 
community.

We have been so lucky to enjoy the 
skills and support of a number of school 
council members who have committed 
great dedication to seeing this project 
come to life.

Special thanks go to Kirsty Bishop, 
Gareth Philips and Kate Fernando for 
their wonderful vision and efforts over 
the past 18 months to have the track 
become a reality.

Warranwood’s PE teacher Dylan 
Sendeckyj said the running track will 
enhance and support his learning 
program by providing a quick-dry space 

for any weather.
“So the games can go on no matter 

the weather”.
Students have quickly taken to the 

new space this week and agree it is 
wonderful to be able to have such an 
exciting and bright space to play games 
and exercise.

A number of our little ones are already 
planning to bring their bikes and 
training wheels up on the weekend to 
practice their skills in being a safe rider.

We look forward to enjoying this great 
community space for years to come.

Warranwood PS is offering personal 
virtual tours for Prep 2021 now — 
please call the office on 9876 6066 to 
book your tour.

SINCE I HAD to close the rivvaPT 
training studio and take my clients 
outdoors to train it’s been a challenge 
to come up with ways to continue 
strength training.

Whilst I have always used resistance 
bands, I have generally used free 
weights and machines to build 
strength, but I must say, these bands 
can really get the muscles switched on.

It is hard to look at a little band next 
to a big dumbbell and believe it, but 
resistance bands are a great strength 
training tool.

They might be small and unassuming, 
but the power they have sneaks up 
on you.

Just one band can be used to 
strengthen all major muscle groups, 
and most people who use them for the 
first time feel it the next day.

Where did resistance bands  
come from?

Resistance bands originated in the 
early 1900s and were made from 

surgical tubing.
Their original purpose was muscle 

rehabilitation, although the photos 
from exercises at that time look like 
exercises used for strength today.

The bands made a comeback in 
the fitness market during the 1990s 
and have continued to increase in 
popularity.

Benefits of resistance bands
Versatility: While dumbbells provide 

you with a heavy lift, and weight 
machines are stable and easy to 
use, neither has the versatility of the 
resistance bands.

You can begin performing a band 
squat and immediately add a bicep 
curl to the move.

Or you can easily take a resistance 
band lunge and add an overhead press.

The possibilities are endless, which 
has been fantastic for outdoor and 
at-home training whilst gyms have 
been closed.

More muscle recruitment: Due to 
the great versatility of the resistance 
bands, they are also more efficient.

A bicep curl with a dumbbell is a 
fixed motion and the muscles used are 
predictable.

Add the instability of the band and 
muscle fibres all over your arms and 
shoulders kick in to keep the band 
stable.

Affordability: Some are less than $20.
Resistance bands are relatively 

inexpensive — even the good ones!
You can buy multiple resistance levels 

and keep your costs low.
Portability: Putting a treadmill away 

when company comes over can be 
cumbersome.

Moving the dumbbells under the bed 
gets to be a hassle.

This is not the case with the resistance 
bands.

Small, light and flexible, they can be 
tucked away anywhere.

Take them to the office, put them 
in a gym bag, run them upstairs or 
downstairs: storing resistance bands 
is easy.

Types of resistance bands
Rubberised resistance bands come 

in many forms.
Traditional bands are long cylindrical 

tubes with plastic handles attached to 
the ends.

They differ in thickness, which 
determines how difficult the band will 
be to use.

These are great for basic strength 
exercises.

Braided tubes are four strands of tube 
braided together.

Like traditional bands, they come in 
a variety of resistances depending on 
your fitness level, but the braid gives 
you added durability and holds up in 
the most rigorous training applications 
like outdoor environments.

The flat band is great for physical 
therapy, mind-body exercise, and 
seniors.

The Superband, made popular by 
CrossFit, is great for pull-up assistance, 
partner exercises, and is often used by 
athletes.

These are my personal favourite, and 
they have so many variables.

How to choose a resistance level
The first thing to keep in mind is that 

you can’t compare a resistance band 
with a dumbbell.

In other words, you can’t say a certain 
colour band is equal to a certain size 
dumbbell.

When lifting weights, gravity plays 
a big part.

You get more resistance when lifting 
against gravity, but then gravity makes 
lowering the weight easier.

However, when using tubing, you do 
not fight gravity.

Instead, the band is presenting you 
with resistance in both directions.

The ability to move freely when 
using tubing allows you to mimic and 
recreate everyday movements.

One of the main benefits of using 
resistance bands is increasing and 
strengthening natural movement 
patterns used in daily activities, such 
as following through on a golf swing, 
throwing a basketball, lifting something 
up high, or even opening a door.

How do you choose the proper level 
band for you?

The bands are color-coded, yellow 
(for beginners or seniors), green 
(light resistance), red (medium), blue 
(heavy), and purple (ultra-heavy).

The idea of the bands is to develop 
muscle strength and muscle endurance.

To work on strength, do fewer 
repetitions, at a higher resistance.

For endurance, do more repetitions, 
usingt less resistance.

To determine the right colour: you 
should reach moderate to maximum 
mus cle  fat igue b etw e en 20–30 
repetitions.

If your chosen band is too easy, you 
will know.

If it is too hard, you will not be able 
to complete the exercise repetitions 
through the full range of motion.

Keep in mind that one band might 
not cut it for working out your entire 
body.

Different muscles have different 
strengths, so you might want to buy 
two different resistance levels right 
off the bat!

Resistance band workout ideas
If you are new to exercise, investing 

in a PT is a great place to start.
Other wise there are a million 

YouTube videos or apps available.
You can also get in a good stretch with 

a resistance band.
Grab yourself a band and experience 

all the benefits resistance bands have to 
offer for shaping a stronger, leaner you!

Change of premises
I’ve been enjoying writing these 

articles on ways to train while we have 
been unable to train in gyms.

This should be the last one as gyms 
will re-open by next month’s Diary 
edition.

I thought I’d let you know what the 
future holds for me and my many 
wonderful loyal clients.

After nearly 25 years in Yarra Street, as 
the only fitness studio in Warrandyte, I 
have been forced to close.

This was obviously quite traumatic 
as its been all I have known for so long.

The great news and silver lining is 
I will be re-locating the business just 
up the road (only nine minutes) and 
training my clients out of the brand new 
gym called Advance Fitness (corner of 
Anderson Creek and Reynolds Road 
Doncaster East).

Since closing rivvaPT, everyone 
has been so supportive and as sad 
as it is not to have a fitness centre in 
Warrandyte itself.

However, the new facilities and 
equipment are the best I have seen, 
and it will be an amazing opportunity.

They are doing ever ything in 
their power to make it a wonderful 
experience for my current clients 
and any new ones that want to join 
me there with amazingly affordable 
memberships.

Stay tuned for further details.
In the meantime, we are training 

outdoors at Warrandyte Reserve either 
on the basketball courts or the oval and 
we are loving it!

I would like to thank everyone who 
has ever trained with me at 266 Yarra 
Street and especially those still with 
me.

It has been a joy!
Chris x

For further details contact  
Chris on 0419 553 058 or  
chris@rivvapt.com.au

By CHRIS SHARP

fitness

Benefits of resistance bands for strength training

By JOSH HUNTLY
WARRANDYTE’S COMMUNITY sports 
clubs have been the recipients of 
several of the first round of Community 
Sport Sector COVID-19 Survival 
Package grants.

Member for Eastern Metropolitan 
Region, Sonja Terpstra announced 
12 grants of $1,000 have so far been 
approved in the Warrandyte area. 

Ms  Te r p s t ra  a n n o u n c e d  t hat 
successful Warrandyte electorate clubs 
include: Donvale Bowls Club, Donvale 
Football Club Inc, Park Orchards 
Cricket Club, Wonga Park Wizards, 
Warrandyte Football Club, Warrandyte 
Netball Club, Warrandyte Sporting 
Group and the East Doncaster Cricket 
Club.

“Warrandyte clubs are an integral 
part of our community and this support 
will help them pay the bills and make 
an eventual return to play that little bit 
easier,” she said. 

Community sport has taken a 
substantial monetary hit during these 
times and under the criteria outlined in 
the package, leagues and associations 
have been able to apply for a $15,000 
grant while individual clubs can apply 
for a $1,000 grant to offset lost revenue.

Clubs could potentially take a cut of 
the Governments $2.7 billion Building 

Works stimulus package as well, 
with $68 million to be set aside for 
infrastructure works.

These are welcome announcements 
as the State Government begins to 
wind back Coronavirus restrictions, but 
some local leagues are still weighing up 
whether to resume play.

Eastern Football Netball League 
clubs, such as Warrandyte, await 
word on the status of the 2020 season 
following a meeting of the league’s 
CEOs.

While “Grass Open space” such as 
unlocked spaces and parks remain 
open to the community for recreational 
sport and exercise, a return to full-
blooded training is not yet permitted 
after no exemption was made for sides 
to return to team-based activity.

The league’s board will meet in 
the early part of June to discuss the 
financial viability and general safety 
of a return to play but in the meantime, 
clubs can resume sanctioned training 
as of June 1, albeit under several 
restrictions.

Training will  be limited to 20 
people, in line with new government 
guidelines, but rumours of return-to-
play protocols possibly fashioned in 
the style of those issued by the West 
Australian Football Commission paint 

a bleak picture for the future of the 
season.

At the start of June, Manningham 
Council restrictions remain in place 
and the return of Warrandyte tennis 
remains under a cloud as the courts 
located in Warrandyte and South 
Warrandyte fall under the continued 
closure of pavilions and facilities.

Tennis coaching has resumed at 
Warrandyte’s courts and the building 
works on the clubrooms continue.

At this stage, there is no sign of 
competition resuming.

Park Orchards BMX club returned to 
the track on May 23 with a maximum 
of 10 riders in at a time and their hiatus 
forced the club to get creative with their 
training routines.

The community continued to keep in 
touch online with the club’s coaches 
recording training videos for online 
distribution while parents reciprocated 
with videos of their children training 
and carrying out their at-home practice.

Terri McKinnon says everyone is 
excited to see operations back up and 
running, especially the kids.

“The kids really miss seeing each 
other and hopefully now that we’re 
able to train in small numbers I think 
the morale will kick back up.

“Really the kids just want to be on the 

track having fun.”
While the greens at Donvale Bowls 

Club have fallen silent, the club has 
been busy preparing for its eventual 
reopening.

Following a season where four 
pennant sides played finals and two 
sides were successful in winning flags, 
has been busy appointing its coaches 
and committee for its reopening says 
Rob Fairweather.

“Obviously the Coronavirus that 
befell us and the world in general, 
brought everything to a halt,” he said.

“But with a partial light shining, 
Donvale Bowls Club is busy preparing 
for another productive and successful 
season.”

Warrandyte Netball Club returned 
to full training on May 21 after Netball 
Victoria announced that optional club 
training could occur at outdoor venues, 
initially in groups of 10.

Fro m  June  1 ,  pro to co ls  w e re 
adopted under new return-to-training 
guidelines including using outdoor 
venues exclusively, with no more than 
20 participants, as per government 
restrictions, and maintaining 1.5m 
social distancing.

At this stage, basketball is still on the 
bench.

In May, Basketball Victoria outlined 
their return to sport guidelines which 
includes a “reactivation level” system 
to help clubs determine what activities 
and group number caps are in place 
as the Coronavirus situation evolves, 
as well as the creation of a “Biosafety 
Officer” role at venues.

June 22 is scheduled to be the day 
indoor recreation venues open, so 
some sort of indoor group training at 
Warrandyte Basketball Club may be 
able to resume on that date, but at the 
moment, all the club can do is wait.

Community sport receives timely economic support

Warranwood Primary School running track officially open
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